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Abstract

Contractual relationships may have different content and functions depending on

whether the enterprises operate in global open markets or in ‘close’ global supply

chains (GSCs). GSCs are characterized, at least for an important segment, by stable

and long-term relationships, a higher level of interdependencies, risks of opportunism

and the necessity of stronger coordination among players located in different jurisdic-

tions. Intermediaries, including certifiers, play an important role and favour coordination

and cooperation along the chain influencing joint problem solving. By looking at con-

tractual practices and the interplay with certification schemes, the authors observe that a

cooperative approach to remedies against breach in food global value chains may

require: (i) redefining the performance/breach divide; (ii) giving priority to corrective

measures and other remedies in kind over contract termination whenever the former are

possible and proportionate; (iii) vesting the party in breach with a right to correct non-

performance when contract termination would cause the waste of relevant investments;

(iv) expecting the aggrieved party to cooperate in both preventing the breach and

mitigating its consequences; and (v) expecting the parties to consider the option of

renegotiating contract terms after a breach whenever agreement on different conditions

enables them to address the consequences of the breach with mutual advantage in the

long run. From this analysis the authors draw normative implications concerning some of
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the most commonly applied doctrines in transnational commercial contracts and sug-

gest changes and integrations to increase the effectiveness of cooperation. The article

suggests expanding both the number and scope of doctrines related to remedies and

revisiting their content in order to better reflect the need for stability, the focus on

compliance and the integration of third parties’ interest into commercial transactions.

The suggested changes, of particular relevance for long-term contracts in agri-food GSCs,

may have broader scope and be applied to other GSCs where similar developments have

taken place.

I. Global value chains and contractual governance
This article describes the growing importance of cooperative remedies in agri-

food global supply chains (GSC) and examines some of the potential factors

contributing to the changing scope and functions of contractual remedies in

international commercial contracts. It suggests changes to current domestic

and international commercial contract doctrines in order to promote cooperative

problem solving among participants in global chains. The conclusions, drawn

from the agri-food supply chains, can have a broader impact on the distinction

between contracting in supply chains and contracting in spot markets and the

function and scope of remedies for breach of contracts.

1. Supply chain contracting

Contracts represent a remarkable tool for coordinating activities along trans-

national supply chains. Not only do they have to ensure that production and

distribution are effectively coordinated, but they also warrant compliance with

regulatory requirements that are hard to implement by single national regulatory

authorities. Contracts have come to play a significant regulatory function related

to the safety and quality of the traded commodity and the management of risks to

end-users, consumers, and the environment.1 The claim is that the choice of

contractual technologies, their features, and the cooperative or non-cooperative

nature of remedies are strongly influenced by participation in the transnational

supply chain and significantly varies depending on the commodities.2

Contract lawyers often overlook the socio-economic context while analysing

contractual relationships in global trade.3 Economics has shown the importance

of the economic framework within which contractual relationships emerge,

1 See F. Cafaggi, ‘The regulatory function of transnational commercial contracts: new architecture’
(2013) 36 Fordham Journal of International Law 1557.

2 The supply chain approach rather than the single transaction approach is becoming the common
approach. See, for a survey, J. Lee, ‘Global commodity chains and global value chains’ in The
International Studies Encyclopedia, ed. by R.A. Denemark (Wiley, Blackwell, 2010) 2987–3006.

3 There are exceptions, especially coming from the law and economics literature, where market
structures are factored into the discussion of contract formation and remedies. See Charles J.
Goetz and Robert E. Scott, The mitigation principle: toward a general theory of contractual obliga-
tion, 69(6) Virginia Law Review (1983) 967–1024; R.E. Scott, Conflict and cooperation in long-term
contracts, 75 California Law Review (1987) 2005.
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consolidate, and dissolve.4 This article contends that contractual transactions

along supply chains should be regulated differently from those in international

spot markets.5 A breach of a long-term contract should be evaluated differently

and requires different remedies from spot contracts in competitive thick markets.

These differences are related to the boundaries between performance and breach,

the nature of the breach, the evaluation of its seriousness, and the relationship

between cooperative and non-cooperative remedies.

By cooperative remedies, we intend those in which the parties aim to achieve the

results defined by the contract and preserve specific investments made before and

during the contract relationship. Cooperative remedies may require the parties to

contribute to possible adjustments, make additional investments, and/or adopt

corrective measures. Among these remedies stand the use of warnings, the adop-

tion of correction plans, the renegotiation of contract terms in significantly

changed circumstances, and the use of measures mitigating the consequences

of the breach. The cooperative nature of remedies may also be related to the

use of defenses (for example, comparative negligence or the duty to mitigate).

Compliance with the precautionary principle in agri-food GSCs may signifi-

cantly influence the contents and modes of cooperative remedies against breach.6

Although a clear line between cooperative and non-cooperative remedies is hard

to draw in abstract terms, remedies preserving the contractual relation may nor-

mally fall within the former group, whereas contract termination generally holds a

non-cooperative nature. Pecuniary remedies, such as damages or price reduction,

may show a different nature depending on the circumstances and the combin-

ation with other remedies, whether correction or termination.

Contracts, both in their texts and in their implementation, reflect different

market structures and supply chains.7 However, even the same contract should

4 G. Gereffi, Global value chains in a post-Washington consensus world, 21 Review of International
Political Economy (2014) 9–37; S. Ponte and T. Sturgeon, Explaining governance in global value
chains: A modular theory-building effort, 21 Review of International Political Economy (2014)
195–223.

5 See O. Williamson, Transaction-Cost Economics: The Governance of Contractual Relations, 22
Journal of Law and Economics (1979) 233–61; C. Menard, The economics of hybrid organizations,
160(3) Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics (2004) 345–76; C. Ménard and P.G.
Klein, Organizational issues in the agrifood sector: toward a comparative approach, 86 American
Journal of Agricultural Economics (2004) 750–755.

6 See Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 of 28 January 2002 laying down the general principles and
requirements of food law, establishing the European Food Safety Authority and laying down
procedures in matters of food safety, art. 7 on Precautionary Principle: ‘In specific circumstances
where, following an assessment of available information, the possibility of harmful effects on
health is identified but scientific uncertainty persists, provisional risk management measures ne-
cessary to ensure the high level of health protection chosen in the Community may be adopted,
pending further scientific information for a more comprehensive risk assessment. Measures
adopted on the basis of paragraph 1 shall be proportionate and no more restrictive of trade
than is required to achieve the high level of health protection chosen in the Community, regard
being had to technical and economic feasibility and other factors regarded as legitimate in the
matter under consideration. The measures shall be reviewed within a reasonable period of time,
depending on the nature of the risk to life or health identified and the type of scientific information
needed to clarify the scientific uncertainty and to conduct a more comprehensive risk assessment.’

7 We suggest that supply chains and market structures influence the choice and design of contrac-
tual technologies within chains. We build on the approach proposed by J. Lee, G. Gereffi and
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be interpreted differently depending on the socio-economic context within which

it is implemented.8 The market structure (in particular, its level of concentra-

tion—for example, the number of enterprises) is relevant (i) to define the parties’

alternative options before entering into the contractual relationship; (ii) to re-

negotiate when implementation problems arise; and (iii) to select the exit options,

when possible, before contract expiration.9 In this article, we underline the im-

portance of considering the degree of competitiveness of global markets in rela-

tion to individual commodities as one significant variable of remedies’

selection—for example, a contractor will be more reluctant to use termination

when there are no, or few, competitors to the supplier in breach. In addition, we

claim that the shift from price to quality competition has had a strong impact on

the contractual relationships within the chain, particularly on the contract dur-

ation, on the level of cooperation, and on the choice of measures against breach.10

The focus is on agri-food GSCs as specific organizational instruments to pro-

duce and exchange goods and services across national boundaries.11 Supply chain

contracting is the result of multiple sources of regulation. Contracts incorporate

both public and private global standards. The regulatory function played by the

contracts within the chain has an impact on efficiency, power, and wealth distri-

bution between private actors along the chain.

International markets require common standards often generated by trans-

national private regulators. Bilateral and multi-party transnational agricultural

and commercial contracts do not emerge out of the conventional notion of pri-

vate autonomy. Rather, they reflect a complex private regulatory framework put

in place by a number of transnational private actors as a complement of inter-

national and domestic public regulation.12 The individual contract is embedded

in a nest of regulatory sources that affect its structure and the content. What

constitutes a conforming good is determined much more by general (often pri-

vate) standards than by the will of the parties. That said, chain leaders continue to

play a remarkable role.13 This article focuses on the regulatory functions of GSCs

J. Beauvais, Global value chains and agrifood standards: Challenges and possibilities for smallholders
in developing economies, 109 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2012) 12326ff.

8 On the debate on textualism v. contextualism in contract interpretation, see, among the most
recent contributions, R.J. Gilson, C.F. Sabel and R.E. Scott, Text and context: contract interpretation
as contract design, 100 Cornell Law Review (2014) 23.

9 See G. Gereffi, J. Humphrey and T. Sturgeon, The governance of global value chains, 12 Review of
International Political Economy (2005) 78 ff.

10 See Lee, Gereffi and Beauvais (n 7) 12326 ff., showing that globalization of agrifood supply chains,
consolidated retail power, and quality-based competition are among the most relevant determin-
ants of increasingly close coordination along the chain.

11 See Lee (n 2) 2987–3006.
12 See F. Cafaggi, A comparative analysis of transnational private regulation, EUI working paper

(2014–15) <http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/a-comparative-analysis-of-transnational-
private-regulation-fcafaggi_12062014.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

13 By ‘chain leaders’, we intend enterprises, usually final manufacturers or retailers, who coordinate
the supply chain directly or through intermediaries and so exercise some type of control over
supply of goods and services also with regard to the compliance with standards.
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and their influence on the type of linkages among firms to explain their impact on

remedies for breach of contract.14

Agri-food supply chain contracts not only organize and regulate exchanges of

goods and services along the chain, but they also regulate access to, and exit from,

the chain.15 Services related to foodstuff are increasingly contributing to the added

value.16 In contract farming, the stability of the contractual relationship implies that

buyers have a stable supply and producers can rely on guaranteed flow of financial

and physical inputs.17 The value of final commodities often depends on the quality

of agronomic and technological services provided by chain leaders and their sub-

contractors and to a more limited extent by its certification.18

Large agri-food GSCs may include up to 150,000 suppliers around the world.

The relationship with suppliers is regulated by general terms and conditions,

suppliers’ codes, and procurement policies incorporated by reference to the con-

tracts.19 Chain leaders regulate via contract terms and conditions, codes of con-

duct, and both domestic and trans-border relationships with the network of

suppliers.20 Such transnational private regulation has to comply with public do-

mestic and international law.21 This private standard setting is often procedurally

unilateral. It is enacted by a multinational and submitted to the suppliers for

adhesion. Individual suppliers are rule takers and very rarely participate in the

definition of the rules.22 They are requested to make these rules applicable to

14 For the notion of value chain governance as linking, see the reinterpretation by Ponte and
Sturgeon of the approach proposed by Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon (n 9). See Ponte and
Sturgeon (n 4) 203 ff.

15 See C. Da Silva and M. Rankin, Contract Farming for Inclusive Market Access: Synthesis (FAO,
Rome, 2013) 11 ff. <http://www.fao.org/3/a-i3526e.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

16 See for consultation OECD – FAO, Guidance for responsible agricultural supply chains (2015)
<http://www.oecd.org/daf/inv/mne/FAO-OECD-guidance-responsible-agricutural-supply-
chains.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

17 See World Bank, Contracting agricultural production (World Bank, 2015) 83 ff.
18 For an analysis of how the value is distributed along global value chains, see G. Gereffi, Global value

chains and international competition, 56(1) Antitrust Bulletin (2011) 37–56; Lee, Gereffi and
Beauvais (n 7).

19 See, e.g., Unilever, General Terms and Conditions of Purchase of Services , s. 12; Unilever, Supplier
Code <www.unilever.com/supplier-code> accessed 30 July 2015.

20 Depending on whether they are producer or buyer driven the chain leader can be located at the end
of the manufacturing process or at the level of retail. In either instance, the chain leader exercises a
regulatory function of the relationship within the chain. See G. Gereffi, The organization of
buyer-driven global commodity chains: how US retailers shape overseas production networks, in
Commodity Chains and Global Capitalism, ed. G. Gereffi and M. Korneniewicz (Greenwood
Press, 1994) 95–122; Lee (n 2) 2990.

21 See S. Henson and J. Humphrey, The Impact of Private Food Safety Standards on the Food Chain
and on Public Standard-setting Processes (May 2009) paper prepared for FAO/WHO <http://ec.
europa.eu/food/international/organisations/sps/docs/private_standards_codex_en.pdf> accessed
30 July 2015; Joint FAO/Who Food Standards Programme, Codex Alimentarius Commission,
33rd Session, Consideration of the Impact of Private Standards (Geneva, Switzerland, 5–9 July
2010) <ftp://ftp.fao.org/codex../Meetings/CAC/cac33/cac33_13e.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

22 However, there is pressure from international organizations to change such approach and force
MNE to engage ex ante the relevant stakeholders. See OECD – FAO, Guidance for responsible
agricultural supply chains (2015), for consultation (see n 16), where among the risk mitigation
measures is included ‘ a stakeholder engagement plan tailored to the risks, impacts and develop-
ment stage of the operations and to the characteristics and interests of affected communities.’
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sub-suppliers, reinforcing the supply chain dimension of contractual govern-

ance.23 Since private regulation affects supply chain governance symmetrically,

the structure of supply chains influences private regulation and its enforcement.24

Not only do chain leaders play important regulatory functions, by designing the

normative framework within which the relationships operate, but they also pro-

vide services and goods to the chain’s participants on a centralized basis.25 Such

provision is then articulated by procurement officers in each country and in each

type of market. In agri-food businesses, input provisions by chain leaders might

concern raw material, machineries, process and product technologies, finance,

and administrative assistance. In a very simplified way, the structure of an agri-

food supply chain can be drawn as shown in Figure 1.

2. Private regulation, contractual arrangements,
and the role of intermediaries

Contracts along the chain have different economic functions: production,

processing and transformation, and distribution. Production contracts in

agri-food play multiple functions and differ from sales contracts and spot

contracts.26 Producers commit to engage in production according to the spe-

cifications determined by the contractors, and contractors commit to provide

Figure 1. Agri-food supply chain

23 Interviews with Lavazza, January 2015. See also the Paulig Group Code of Conduct for Suppliers,
3, <http://www.pauliggroup.com/fi/files/Paulig-Group-Code-of-Conduct-for-Suppliers.pdf>
accessed 30 July 2015, requiring the supplier to have a system in place to implement and com-
municate the principles within its supply chain.

24 See, for a similar consideration, FAO–OECD, Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains,
Draft for comment (January 2015), (see n 16).

25 See Cafaggi (n 1). This may be observed along the whole chain, including the relation between
contractors and farmers. See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD, Legal Guide on Contract Farming (2015)
13 ff.

26 See C. Eaton and A. Shepherd, Contract Farming (FAO, 2001) 2; C.A.B. da Silva, The Growing Role
of Contract Farming in Agri-food Systems Development: Drivers, Theory and Practice (FAO, 2005) 11
ff.; Da Silva and Rankin (n 15) 11 ff. UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 13 ff.
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directly or indirectly technical, administrative, and financial services.27

Contractors may act as agents of chain leaders located downstream.28

The regulatory framework of GSCs is defined not only by chain leaders but also

by intermediaries such as trade associations, civil society organizations, and cer-

tification schemes. A chain’s intermediaries also play important regulatory func-

tions since they contribute by defining the content of performance, the financing

arrangements, the reactions to the market (for example, sharp price declines), and

institutional (for example, change of regulatory framework) or natural shocks

(for example, droughts).29

We suggest that GSC’s internal organizational arrangements may constitute a

specific variable shaping contracts and remedies.30 For instance, the degree of

regulatory power’s concentration within the chain may translate either into a

principle-based or a rule-based framework to be implemented in individual con-

tracts among chain participants. The chain leader can simply define the general

principles and leave it to the participants to define implementation in their con-

tracts or it can specify the details in a supplier’s code or guidelines.31 The differ-

ences about internal relationships within chains driven by power allocation are

partly due to the internal evolution of GSCs and partly determined by the increas-

ing role of private standards, emphasizing the importance of process and the use

of collective management schemes.32

27 See A. Iannarelli, Contractual frameworks and inter-firm cooperation in the agricultural sector, XVII
Uniform Law Review (2012) 247, recalling the distinction between market specification contracts,
resource providing contracts, management and income guaranteeing contracts. See also Da Silva
and Rankin (n 15); S. Vermeulen and L. Cotula, Making the Most of Agricultural Investment: A
Survey of Business Models That Provide Opportunities for Smallholders (FAO and IIED 2010)
<http://www.ifad.org/pub/land/agri_investment.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

28 Here the term agent is used in economic not legal language.
29 See T. Bartley, Certification as a mode of social regulation, in D. Levi-Faur (ed.), Handbook on the

Politics of Regulation (Elgar, 2011) 441 ff; F. Cafaggi et al., Accessing the Global Value Chain in a
Changing Institutional Environment Comparing Aeronautics and Coffee, IDB Working Paper Series
no. IDB-WP-370 (Inter-American Development Bank 2012) <http://www10.iadb.org/intal/
intalcdi/PE/2013/11680.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

30 On the role of privately administered enforcement mechanisms in global supply chains, see
T. Dietz, Global Order Beyond Law (Hart Publishing, 2014), concluding for the major importance
of these mechanisms and the failure of state-enforced contract law.

31 See e.g. the combination of general terms and conditions, suppliers’ code and third party certi-
fication requirements in Unilever. See Unilever, Supplier Code and Responsible and Sustainable
Sourcing, Standards Guide for Our Supply Partners<http://www.unilever.com/aboutus/supplier/
sustainablesourcing/> accessed 30 July 2015; see also the combination between GTC and respon-
sible sourcing guide in Nestlè (Nestlè, Supplier Code<http://www.nestle.com/asset-library/docu-
ments/library/documents/suppliers/supplier-code-english.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015, and
Nestlé, General Responsible Sourcing Guidelines <http://www.rspo.org/file/acop/nestl-sa/M-
Policies-to-PNC-stakeholderengagement.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015). See also Walmart
Standards for Supplier and Responsible Sourcing <http://corporate.walmart.com/global-respon-
sibility/ethical-sourcing/standards-for-suppliers> accessed 30 July 2015; Carrefour, Social and
Ethical Charter for Our Suppliers <http://www.carrefour.com/sites/default/files/
CHARTESOCIALE_ENv2.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

32 See C. Coglianese and D. Lazer, Management based regulation: Prescribing private management to
achieve public goals, 37 Law and Society Review (2003) 691–739; N. Gunningham and D. Sinclair,
Organizational trust and the limits of management based regulation 43 Law and Society Review
(2009) 865–900; S. Gilad, Process-oriented regulation, in Levi Faur, Handbook on the Politics of
Regulation (2011) 423–438.
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Power concentration is not the only determinant of these organizational ar-

rangements. The volume and specificity of internal exchanges within the chain

shape contractual relationships and the remedial structure. The supply of ‘in-

ternal’ services from chain leaders to producers increases the level of perform-

ances’ interdependencies, which in turn is reflected on the scope and function of

contractual remedies. The activities of producers depend upon the transfer of

inputs, particularly know-how and technologies from chain leaders. Quality and

safety obligations have to meet standards whose compliance depend upon the

acquisition of inputs and knowledge. The production process and the final per-

formance is highly dependent upon the input provision by the contractor or by

the parties outside the contractual relationship indicated by the chain leader.

These interdependencies increase the risks of opportunism.

Interdependencies and the need to address the risk of opportunism modify the

structure of contractual relationships with special attention to the development of

patterns based on linked or multiparty contracts.33 In a GSC, there is an increas-

ing use of multi-party contracts generally associated with specific objectives to be

carried out with safety and quality management schemes or with a centralized

supply of technologies.34 Multi-party contracts reduce coordination costs even if

they may increase transaction costs. Coordination between bilateral contracts

may be more expensive than coordination within a single multi-party contract.

Hence, contractual relationships within the chain combine bilateral and multi-

lateral dimensions in order to effectively address interdependencies.

Interdependencies increase the costs of coordination and uncertainty. Control

over the final performance cannot be entirely centralized and needs to be shared.

Contractual design has to include procedures to cooperate before and after the

breach. Cooperation may include both ex ante and ex post breach joint problem

solving. Strong interdependencies and high levels of uncertainty require the use of

cooperative remedies to a larger extent than in spot transnational contracts.

Cooperation after the breach may be induced by adopting escalating systems

that sequence remedies from those preserving specific investments to those per-

mitting termination and exits.

The primary objective of contractual remedies in agri-food supply chains has

become to ensure compliance with the standards rather than compensation of the

victim’s breach.35 Such an objective in transnational contracts is pursued in an

33 We adopt a transaction cost economics notion of opportunism as including not only ‘the failures
to self-disclose true attributes ex ante (adverse selection) and true performance ex post (moral
hazard)’ but also ‘the failure to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth’ as well as
‘the possibilities that economic agents will lie, cheat and steal’, ‘the possibility that an economic
agent will conform to the letter but violate the spirit of an agreement’, ‘the possibilities that
economic agents will deliberately induce breach of contract and will engage in other forms of
strategic behaviour’. See O.E. Williamson, Opportunism and its critics, 14 Managerial and Decision
Economics (1993) 97 ff., in particular 101.

34 See electronic platforms related to product traceability are often organized via multi-party con-
tracts with general terms applied to all participants.

35 By contrast compensation is considered as the main objective of contract remedies, particularly
pursued through damages. See G.H. Treitel, Remedies for breach of Contract, 7 International
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institutional environment characterized by high interdependencies between chain

participants, which affect not only the link between performances of various

contracts but also the link between their conduct in the post-breach stage—

that is, after a party has failed to execute any type of obligation. It should be

stated at the outset that the cooperative structure of the relationship between

parties relaxes the conventional boundaries between pre- and post-breach, espe-

cially in contexts in which process standards play an important role and the

parties’ obligations incorporate error detection and corrective duties. This modi-

fication can have important influences on doctrines based on a rigid and clear

divide before and after the breach.

The transformation of contractual remedies against breach in agri-food GSCs is

remarkable. We observe a significant increase of cooperative remedies particularly

at the beginning of the production process, decreasing while they move towards

the final part of the chain, when distributors and retailers become the major

players.36 While they are in the upstream segment of the chain, cooperative

remedies often translate into a correction of problems; in the downstream, de-

faults tend to trigger the search for secondary markets and/or cover transac-

tions.37 The development of cooperative remedies is certainly the symptom of a

wider transformation of contractual relationships along GSCs correlated with the

regulatory functions played by contracts.38 Current doctrines, designed

around spot contracts, inadequately support the cooperative approach required

in GSCs, remaining anchored to conventional alternative between damages and

specific performances.

The article proceeds as follows. The second section describes the increasing

relevance of process standards and its influence on the development of new

remedies in contracts. The third section defines the influence of certification

schemes on contractual relationships along GSCs and, in particular, on the de-

velopment of cooperative remedies. The fourth section considers the implications

of certification in supply chain contracting. The fifth section focuses on the

remedies and the cooperative features they are progressively acquiring; more

particularly, it investigates ex ante and post-breach cooperation and the changes

of current doctrines when applied to contracts along GSCs. The sixth section

concludes.

Encyclopedia of Comparative Law (2008) 24 ff. On the more limited use of remedies in kind in
general contract law, see A. von Meheren, A General View of Contract, 7 International
Encyclopedia of Comparative Law (2008) 104; E. Yorio and S. Thel, Contract Enforcement (2nd
edn, Aspen, 2015) 23 ff., in particular 24–5.

36 However chain leaders, even when located downstream, draft suppliers’ code including coopera-
tive provisions to solve problems related to default.

37 This evidence emerges as a factual conclusion presented by several interviewed experts in the area
of agricultural contracting. Within these, we are particularly grateful to Valentina Maglio
(Lavazza), Furio Suggi Liverani (Illycaffè), Leena Miettinen (Paulig).

38 See Cafaggi (n 1); F. Cafaggi and P. Iamiceli, Supply chains, contractual governance and certification
regimes, 37 European Journal of Law and Economics (2014) 131–73.
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II. The increasing relevance of process standards
in GSCs and its influence on the content and
scope of remedies

1. Long-term relations, process standards, and
supply chain contracting

Contracts linking producers, processors, and retailers vary across commodities

and jurisdictions.39 Contractual relationships within each chain are characterized

by different degrees of stability; overall, they tend to be based on a more stable and

cooperative governance than those in open markets.40 In addition, relationships

within the same supply agri-food chain are not homogeneous.41 In most cases,

there is a combination of long-term relationships, characterized by investments

on both sides, and spot contracts where the final producer or the retailer chooses

its partner according to the best market conditions without any specific invest-

ments in the relationship. Overall, there is an increasing number of long-term

relationships engaging farmers and producers with specific policies devoted to

smallholders.42 This is due to (i) the need for stability of production process and

(ii) the necessity to comply with regulatory standards.43

Stability is functional to planning and to producers’ investment protection that

need to minimize risks of contractual termination.44 Stability of contractual re-

lationships increases risk sharing deriving from external shocks and supports

cooperation and joint problem solving. Such stability is also promoted by legis-

lative interventions protecting smallholders’ investments.45 This legislation

39 See Unidroit, FAO and IFAD, Guide on contract farming, <http://www.unidroit.org/work-in-
progress-studies/current-studies/contract-farming> accessed 30 July 2015; Da Silva and Rankin
(n 15); Vermeulen and Cotula (n 27).

40 We refer here not to the abstract neoclassical definition of markets populated by impersonal agents
but to the more realistic definition of markets as institutions where power and trust feature very
high. O.E. Williamson, Markets and Hierarchies: Analysis and Antitrust Implications (Free Press,
1975); O.E. Williamson, Markets, hierarchies, and the modern corporation: An unfolding perspective,
17 Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization (1992) 335–52.

41 They vary depending on the commodity, the market of destination (domestic or international),
the concentration or dispersion at different levels, the vertical relationships between production,
transformation and distribution.

42 Among factors contributing to long-term contracting along global supply chains stands the emer-
gence of sustainable standards calling for more stable supply relations. See Generic Fairtrade Trade
Standard, s 4.1. By smallholders, we intend micro and small enterprises where size is an economic
concept linked with the ability of the enterprise to dispose of land, technologies, human resources;
the legal definition of micro- and small- enterprises varies across the globe, depending on eco-
nomic and institutional variables.

43 Compliance with regulatory standards may require adoption of chain specific technologies, par-
ticipation in chain’s management schemes, modularity in the interface with upstream and down-
stream contractual. These tasks all call for long-term and stable relationships and are not
compatible with spot transactions.

44 See e.g. OECD and FAO, Guidance on sustainable agricultural supply chain, points 34 and 35.
45 See e.g. in the USA, the Model Producer Protection Act (2000), which prohibits capricious or

retaliatory termination of contracts where producers have made substantial capital investments.
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influences not only contract duration and formality but also remedies.46 Stability is

influenced by the choice of the performance’s standards. However, stability does

not imply contractual completeness. Production contracts are often incomplete

and vulnerable to different types of risks.47 Stability does not eliminate uncertainty,

but it permits different responses from those related to spot contracts.48

Contractual practices along GSCs emphasize the role of process standards to

ensure stability, calling for preventive strategies to address failures before they can

translate into product non-conformity.49 It has become clear that hazards concern-

ing the final product may be strongly dependent upon the production process, the

choice of working methods, the impact on the environment and local communities.

Food pandemics arise out of fallacies in production processes. The definition of a

standard process permits early detection of problems and can favour timely and

appropriate correction to avoid product non-conformity and risk spreading.

Process standards focus on the production process and how safety and quality of

the final product can be guaranteed. The final result—for example, the conforming

product—is the outcome of a process with interdependent contributions of indi-

vidual performances by several chain’s participants.50 They can occur sequentially

or simultaneously and are generally coordinated within a management scheme.

Process standards include traceability and information concerning process,

safety, and quality management schemes as well as risk management and incident

management schemes, more broadly. These issues used to be considered internal

affairs of the producers, whereas they have now become the subject matter of

contractual obligations due to the increasing outsourcing associated with the

globalization of foodstuff production. The definition of these schemes implies

that the chain is segmented in critical control points that are made responsible to

monitor and check compliance. In risk management, for example, this is carried

via hazard analysis and critical control points (HACCP).51 Unlike sales contracts

where the focus is on a product’s features, production contracts emphasize pro-

cedural obligations to a much broader extent.52 This is a common denominator of

contract farming.53

46 See section V in this article.
47 For an overview, see P. Aghion and R. Holdenm, Incomplete contracts and the theory of the firm:

what have we learned over the past 25 years?, 25 Journal of Economic Perspectives (2011) 181–97.
More specifically in relation to contract farming, see S. Wu, Adapting contract theory to fit contract
farming, 96 American Journal of Agricultural Economics (2014) 1241–56.

48 See Gilson, Sabel and Scott (n 8).
49 See Cafaggi (n 1); Cafaggi and Iamiceli (n 39). See also UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 91 and

160 ff.
50 Hence non-compliance with process standards related to safety or quality, if not corrected, can

translate into product non conformities with more serious consequences for risk spreading
downstream.

51 HACCP is required by public legislations and integrated into many private standards like ISO
22000 or GLOBAlGaP.

52 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25), for the definition of production contract and the distinction
between process and product standards in agricultural production contracts.

53 See Da Silva and Rankin (n 15).
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The focus on process broadens also the scope of the contractual relationship,

internalizing obligations concerning externalities harmful to the environment,

such as the misuse of pesticides and fertilizers.54 Process standards have been

codified and consolidated in private schemes incorporated by reference into con-

tracts in order to meet sustainability standards.55 Producers have to comply with

standards that define good agricultural practices, processors with good manufac-

turing practices, and distributors with good distribution practices.56

The inclusion of regulatory objectives calls for process standards and leads to-

wards higher stability. Participation to traceability, safety, or quality management

schemes requires significant (often specific) investments that may be lost if the

party exits the chain.57 Hence, there is a significant link between the adoption of

process standards, the regulatory function of supply chain contracting, and the

need for relational stability. As we see in the second part of this article, such stability

may be enhanced through the choice of cooperative remedies against breach.

2. Process standards, interdependencies, and
the impact on remedies

The inclusion of ‘regulatory objectives’ in supply chain contracting shifts the

focus from product to process and from the individual transaction to the

whole supply chain. Such change is reflected on the function and scope of reme-

dies. We have seen that process standards may relate to traceability, product safety

or quality, and social and environmental impact. In many agri-food chains,

breach of safety standards requires cooperation by reducing or eliminating the

risk generated by non-compliance. Differently in breach of quality standards,

often the solution is mitigation by resale to secondary markets where the level

of required quality is lower. Hence, cooperation within the chain may take dif-

ferent forms depending on the type of standards breached by the producer.58

The relevance of process standards affects both the (criteria for) breach evaluation

and the function of remedies. Cooperative remedies, unlike termination, redesign

the line between performance and breach. Single breaches or non-compliances may

54 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 91 ff.
55 See, e.g., GLOBALG.A.P Risk Assessment on Social Practice (GRASP), as designed to complement

GLOBALG.A.P. Certification towards social aspects <http://www.globalgap.org/uk_en/what-we-
do/globalg.a.p.-certification/globalg.a.p.-00001/GRASP/> accessed 30 July 2015.

56 See Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI), Guidance Document (6th edn, 2013), which distin-
guishes these three categories. Good agricultural practices concern farm planting material and
nursery, farm maintenance, the use of pesticides and fertilizers, the differentiation of varieties just
to name a few. See UTZ Certified Core Code of Conduct, Block B farming practices G.B. 36 ff. 18 ff,
<http://www.scsglobalservices.com/files/en_utz_core_code_for_individual_certification_2014.
pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.

57 This is true regardless of whether exit is voluntary or coerced as in the case of contract termination
by the buyer. Clearly, when the supplier decides to terminate, the benefits of exiting are higher than
the costs.

58 On the impact of the divide between safety and quality standards on chain governance, see also
Lee, Gereffi and Beauvais (n 7) 12329 ff., distinguishing between buyer-driven chains, mostly
focused on safety standards, and producer-driven chains, mainly focused on quality standards. See
also Ponte and Sturgeon (n 4) 205.
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not have disruptive effects, especially when the objective is re-establishing co-

operation between the contractual parties along the chain. Cooperative remedies,

which address process non-compliance, can prevent more serious consequences

related to product non-conformity down the chain.59

Process-related obligation breaches call for innovative cooperative remedies

given the inadequacy of damages. Indeed, non-compliance with process stand-

ards is not, and cannot be, mainly addressed via compensatory damages. Damages

operate ex post when the harm has already occurred, whereas in process standards’

violations the harm might not yet have occurred, but the risk of product non-

conformity might have already materialized.60 Even when harm materializes as a

consequence of process standards’ breach, contractual clauses on liability limita-

tion may lead to under-compensation, leaving the aggrieved party unprotected.61

Contractual damages suffer from other limitations, too. They may compensate

the individual buyer but cannot address the losses affecting other participants

along the chain. Privity requirements limit the possibility to internalize the con-

sequences of breaches involving the other chain’s participants.62 More import-

antly, damages do not fix production process failures, which is the main objective

in supply chain contracting for breaches related to intermediary goods. In ac-

cordance with the precautionary principle, what is needed is a corrective action

eliminating or reducing the risk of non-conformity. Incident management

schemes have to be in place in order to address risks stemming from breaches.63

The increasing relevance of process standards is also reflected in post-breach

instruments to mitigate the consequences of the party’s default.

59 Interviews with Lavazza, Illy, Paulig (2014). For the main legal implications, see UNIDROIT, FAO
and IFAD (n 25) 163 ff.

60 See, e.g., Martin v Ouellette, 30 A.C.W.S. (2d) 332, New Brunswick Court of Queen’s Bench, 28
January 1985, awarding damages for breach of implied warranty in a contract for the sale of seed
potatoes which had been treated with highly concentrated anti-germination chemical which pre-
vented potatoes’ germination. Though originating during processing, the defect was discovered
only after testing those potatoes grown out of the planted seeds.

61 See, e.g., Everkrsip v Tobiason, 870 F. Supp. 2d 745, US District Court for the District Court of
North Dakota, South-Eastern Division, 3 May 2012, considering valid and enforceable the con-
tractual clause included in a contract for the sale of seed potatoes limiting liability to the price of
the defective product and excluding liability for consequential damages. This is a case in which
seed potatoes, due to be certified against given quality standards, turned to be defective for con-
tamination with a pathogen making them rotten. See, however, Nomo Agroindustrial SA de CV,
Plaintiff v Enza Zaden North America Inc. et al., Defendants, 492 F.Supp.2d 1175, United States
District Court, D. Arizona, No. CV 05–351–TUC–FRZ, 19 March 2007, in which the Court
considers unconscionable and unenforceable a clause limiting damages to the costs of seeds.
See also Schmaltz v Nissen, 431 N.W.2d 657, 662 (S.D. 1988) therein quoted.

62 See, e.g., Maryland Milk Producers v Crowell, 102 Fed. Appx. 267, US Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, 9 June 2004, concerning the case of linked contracts for the sale of milk within the
Kraft supply chain. In this instance, a farmer, member of the seller cooperative company, diluted
and delivered to a milk processor (Kraft’s supplier) milk contaminated with excessive amount of
antibiotics. Having the cooperative compensated the milk processor for its loss, the Court has held
the dairy farmer liable vis-à-vis the cooperative.

63 See ISEAL Alliance, Sustainability Claims Good Practice Guide, version 0.2, draft, 26 November
2014, 29 ff. See also GFSI Global markets capacity-building program BA 3, Food safety,
<http://www.oecd.org/aidfortrade/48373717.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015, which requires an in-
cident management scheme including control of non-conforming product, corrective actions
(release, rework, quarantine, rejection), a procedure for product withdrawal and recall.
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Interdependencies among contractual performances associated with ex ante

uncertainties call for ex post breach joint problem solving. For instance, if the

safety of livestock or crop is impaired by the use of pesticides, the activity of the

parties along the chain cannot proceed according to the standard production

process and has to be adapted to the consequences stemming from the safety

standard’s violation.

Unilateral and hierarchical decision making might result in ineffective out-

comes. Joint problem solving after the breach requires bilateral cooperation in

the definition of the most appropriate contribution by the non-breaching party to

restore compliance. Especially in relation to the breach of process standards, it is

often necessary for parties to agree on changes that might include effects on the

scheme’s safety or quality management.64 These changes modify the notion of

mitigation traditionally based on choices individually made by the non-breaching

party within the standard of reasonableness.

Mitigation becomes the outcome of an agreement between the involved

participants in the chain. Often, however, cooperation between the two contracting

parties may be insufficient and the involvement of other chain’s participants may

become necessary. In these instances, the duty to mitigate should extend beyond

those in contractual privity with the breaching party.65 When the contract is multi-

party, all the non-breaching parties have to be involved in mitigation and tasks must

be allocated depending on who is the most effective ‘mitigator’.66

III. The impact of certification schemes and technical
standards on remedies in supply chain contracting
Contracts between suppliers and processors or between processors and produ-

cers, producers and traders, and traders and retailers often make reference to

compliance with certification requirements.67 In the agri-food business, sup-

pliers’ certification is becoming ever more common, often representing a min-

imum requirement for accessing the supply chain.68 Certification obligations,

inspection powers, and sanctioning systems are integrated in commercial con-

tracts along the chain by making reference to standards or codes (the product has

64 See Paulig Group Code of Conduct for Suppliers (n 23) 3.
65 See section V.2(c) in this article.
66 Ibid.
67 Certification schemes differ: from organic, to fair trade to sustainability. Sometimes producers

have to acquire multiple certifications, other times they opt for single certification. Retailers
require traders or exporters a specific certification scheme to access the chain and its final
market. As a consequence individual supply chains associated to producers or retailers can be
linked with single certification schemes per type of commodity or adopt a mutual recognition
regime allowing various segments of the chains to be certified by different bodies.

68 See G. Auld, Constructing Private Governance. The Rise and Evolution of Forest, Coffee, and Fisheries
Certification (Yale University Press, 2014). See also T. Lytton, Kosher Certification as a Model of
Private Regulation: Third-Party Certification has Benefits Over Both Government Regulation and
Unregulated Markets, 36 Regulation (2013) 24; T. Lytton, Competitive Third Party Regulation: How
Private Certification Can Overcome Constraints that Frustrate Government Regulation, 15
Theoretical Inquiries in Law (2014) 539.
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to be ISO certified, UTZ certified, or GLOBALGAP certified).69 Suppliers’ codes

may request a specific certification for several commodities or may differentiate

certification schemes depending on individual commodities.70

Incorporation by reference of certification schemes into contracts transforms

contractual relationships, including contractual remedies, because it modifies the

metric to evaluate parties’ conduct.71 It changes the definition of both compliance

and non-compliance and the content of remedies.72 It introduces new remedies

beyond the conventional bipartite structure performance/damages, focusing on

the causes rather than on the consequences of default.73 The influence of certifi-

cation schemes goes beyond incorporation into the contracts. Interestingly, the

distinction between mandatory and optional requirements and between major

and minor musts developed in certification schemes has now been integrated into

the general terms and conditions of chain leaders that impose their compliance to

their supply chain.74

The integration of certification and quality assurance systems into contracts has

a triple effect: (i) it complements direct monitoring of contractual compliance

with third party monitoring; (ii) it prevents violations that would otherwise be

considered as a breach of contract, and (iii) it promotes cooperative learning to

address failures in the production process.75 Certification schemes reflect a dif-

ferent logic from that deployed in current contract law: they induce cooperation

and require corrective measures to a much higher degree. They focus on com-

pliance rather than breach and on cure rather than compensation.76

In certification, no references are usually made to a liability inquiry. The irrele-

vance of a liability inquiry in order to identify non-compliance is the symptom of

a different approach to non-compliance from that of contract, which is reflected

on the issue of remedies. The combination of liability/compensation characteriz-

ing, with different nuances, contemporary contract law is replaced in certification

schemes by a different approach focusing on compliance/corrective action. This is

the expression of the regulatory function of certification.77

69 See, e.g., Nestlé Responsible Sourcing Guideline (September 2013) <http://www.nestle.com/
asset-library/documents/library/documents/corporate_social_responsibility/nestle-responsible-
sourcing-guidelines.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015, providing for different certification require-
ments per type of inputs and commodities.

70 See, e.g., Nestlé Responsible Sourcing Guideline (n 70) including a section on general require-
ments and another one on specific certification requirements per commodity.

71 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 91 ff and 161 ff.
72 See Cafaggi (n 1) 1598 ff.
73 See Cafaggi and Iamiceli (n 39) 131 ff.
74 See, e.g., Unilever (n 19).
75 See Cafaggi (n 1) 1600. This analysis does not intend to overlook the possible drawbacks of third

party certification, neither the conflicts possibly arising in the certification relationship. See T.
Lytton and L. McAllister, Oversight in Private Food Safety Auditing: Addressing Auditor Conflict of
Interest, Wisconsin Law Review (2014) 289.

76 Ibid 1603 ff.
77 See Bartley (n 29) 441 ff.; Auld (n 69).
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Certification schemes emphasize the role of regulated entities, especially in

group certification, and reflect much more a responsive, rather than a ‘com-

mand-and-control, strategy’. Even considering the existing differences among

certification schemes, the common denominator seems the necessity to establish

a double cooperative relationship between (i) the enforcer (certification body)

and the breaching party (certified)78 and (ii) between the breaching (certified)

and the injured party/ies (contractors, retailers, consumers, and indigenous com-

munities). The role of the enforcer is relevant for the interaction between pro-

ducer, certification body, and the buyer. The enforcer acts upon a set of principles

defined by the scheme but enjoys some level of discretion when linking the

remedy to the violation. The certification body (CB) is not only another party

or an intermediary, but it operates as a gatekeeper of the chains operation since it

can exercise control over the different segments with effective sanctioning power.

Despite the hierarchical relationship between enforcer and infringer, the relation-

ship is based on cooperation and the objective is compliance rather than

punishment.

The remedial structure is based on principles that favour the preservation of the

relationship; it consists of effectiveness, proportionality, and escalation.79 Once

non-compliance is detected, it defines the certified remedies aiming at addressing

the problem via an escalating system.80 More particularly, the party in breach is

warned and asked to present an action plan that fixes the non-compliance. This

plan is agreed upon with the CB. Cooperative solutions should characterize prob-

lem solving if the plan cannot be implemented. As a last resort, suspension and

cancellation of certification are available.

Process standards have gained relevance in supply chain contracting partly be-

cause of the certification requirements imposing the adoption of good agricultural

practices.81 Requirements of certification schemes focusing on process in turn de-

termine changes in the organization of the supply chains. A clear example is rep-

resented by group certification where the certifier promotes the creation of a group,

which might or might not be a legal entity, in charge of making sure that standards

are complied with by the individual farmers or suppliers. These groups are created

by the certification scheme but can potentially modify the structure of the chain also

for many other purposes. The certifying body interacts with individual suppliers or

78 In certification, the enforcer (CB) has to approve the action plan including corrective actions the
injurer and possibly its subcontractors have to set in place and implement. Agreement should
regulate both content and time of implementation See, e.g., UTZ Certified Good Inside
Certification Protocol (February 2010), para. 7.1(g).

79 On the principle of escalation in sustainability certification schemes, see ISEAL Alliance,
Sustainability Claims Good Practice Guide, version 0.2, draft, 26 November 2014, 30.

80 See, e.g., Global GAP, General Regulations, Part I, s. 6.4, and Part II, s. 1.7. See ISEAL Alliance,
Sustainability Claims Good Practice Guide, version 0.2, draft, 26 November 2014, 30.

81 See, e.g., UTZ Core Conduct (n 57) block b; GLOBAL GAP (n 81) GFSI Benchmarking
Regulations.
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with groups and checks compliance with obligations related to good agricultural

practices, good manufacturing practices, and good distribution practices.82 When

group certification is in place the certifier delegates the group to negotiate with the

Figure 3. The main remedies against breach

Figure 2. Regulation, GSCs, and contractual governance

82 See, e.g., GFSI (n 57), which refers to good agricultural practices, good manufacturing practices,
and good distribution practices.
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individual producer the appropriate solution and remedy.83 In this instance, there

are two intermediaries that may influence contractual performance: the certifier

and the group. Hence, certification influences content, structure, and enforcement

of contractual relationships along supply chains, promoting a cooperative approach

that is making its way into supply chain contracting. Figure 2 shows the link be-

tween regulation, governance, and contracts in global value chains.

IV. The principle of cooperation in contractual
remedies: importing the logic of certification into
contractual relationships.
Cooperation in contracts as a response to non-performance can occur both

when performance is excused and when a breach materializes. In both instances,

parties would have to address the consequences of non-performance, but

both the contractual design and the remedies might differ.84 In this article, the ana-

lysis concentrates on remedies for breach of contract in supply chain relationships.

References to remedies related to impossibility or impracticability that excuse non-

performance will occasionally be made. The conventional array of remedies will be

considered, as shown in Figure 3 with regard to the main measures.85

In addition to remedies, which are intended as measures against breach, attention

will also be paid to measures that, by constituting a defence for the breaching party

(for example, comparative negligence or the duty to mitigate), influence the func-

tioning of remedies and their cooperative or non-cooperative nature.

The principle of cooperation can characterize different types of supply chain

structures from hierarchical to relational.86 Even those that feature a strong

83 See, e.g., the Chain of Custody Policy of Rainforest Alliance <www.rainforest-alliance.org/sites/
default/files/site-documents/agriculture/documents/san-ra-chain-of-custody-policy.pdf>
accessed 30 July 2015 or the one of GlobalGap <http://www.globalgap.org/uk_en/for-producers/
coc/> accessed 30 July 2015. For a negotiation procedure related to remedy in group certification,
see UTZ Certified Core Code of Conduct (n 57) G.A. 10.

84 See C.J. Goetz and R.E. Scott, Principles of relational contracts, 67(6) Virginia Law Review (1981)
1089–150.

85 The choice among remedies may be affected by applicable law providing for specific requisites and
limitations to their use. See S. Vogenauer (ed.), Commentary on the UNIDROIT Principles of
International Commercial Contracts (PICC) (2nd edn, Oxford University Press, 2015) 825, obser-
ving that the PICC (n 127) establish no hierarchy so that the aggrieved party may invoke the
remedy of its choice; however, the choice may be limited by the conditions due to be met to apply
each remedy.

86 Building on the scheme developed by Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon (n 9), more recent studies
shows that the vulnerabilities of GSCs in terms of access to critical raw materials call for new
strategies for lead firms seeking for direct involvement in the procurement of raw materials’
providers. This approach suggests that the previous tendency to extreme specialization and frag-
mentation is replaced with a greater emphasis on strategic collaboration (Gereffi (n 4) 16). Being
volume still an important variable in raw materials procurement, depending on sectors, the
demand side’s interest in strategic collaboration may be coupled with a consolidation or network-
ing strategy on the supply side: the formation of producers’ groups, including cooperatives and
other types of suppliers’ networks, is often encouraged by public policies as a tool for consolidation
and for the enhancement of suppliers’ capability in meeting quality and sustainable standards
imposed by lead firms (Gereffi (n 4) 16; F. Cafaggi and P. Iamiceli, Private Regulation and
Industrial Organization: Contractual Governance and the Network Approach, in Contract
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hierarchical pattern necessitate cooperation between the leader and the partici-

pants. In this instance, cooperation might be coerced or induced rather than arise

spontaneous.

As highlighted before, remedies in GSCs with high levels of vertical coordination

are characterized by the necessity to cooperate to a higher extent than in contractual

relationships in the ‘open’ market place. The two main, connected, reasons are

interdependencies and uncertainty. Contractual relationships in supply chains are

strongly interdependent since they contribute to an integrated production pro-

cess.87 Quality and safety depend upon a process where many, if not all, participants

have to contribute within management schemes. Interdependencies make centra-

lized control very expensive and ineffective. As a result, interdependencies lead

to the distribution of control among multiple parties but, at the same time, in-

crease uncertainty due to collective action problems.88 Cooperation may be the

institutional response to uncertainty in the context of interdependencies operating

both before and after the breach.89

We contend that the breach does not constitute the breaking line between

cooperation and conflict.90 The need for cooperation exists also after the

breach, and the content of remedies should be shaped accordingly. Parties

along the chain have to decide who should act to fix the problem, but they

often can only do it after the violation has materialized. As we have seen when

certification schemes are in place, the approach tends to be cooperative. The

principle of escalation is instrumental to promote cooperation, leaving termin-

ation as a last resort. Accordingly, a violation is normally addressed through

warnings, then comes corrective action and possibly suspension, and, only if

previous measures fail to attain compliance, cancellation will occur.91

Suspension and cancellation may either refer to individual products or to the

entire certification contract.

Governance: Dimensions in Law and Interdisciplinary Research, ed. M.S. Grundmann, F. Möslein
and K. Riesenhuber (Oxford University Press 2015) 341–74; F. Cafaggi and others, Transnational
Private Regulation (TPR) and System Level Innovations in Global Food Value Chains: Evidence from
the Coffee Sector (Brazil, Italy, Finland), Research Project Draft Report, February 2015, prepared in
collaboration by Turku University of Applied Sciences, Turku, Finland and European University
Institute, Florence, Italy, within a research program funded by Tekes (Finland)). These networks
may partly contribute to rebalancing power allocation in the supplier-buyer relation.

87 Lee, Gereffi and Beauvais (n 7) 12329 ff; Ponte and Sturgeon (n 4) 205; C. Ménard and P.G. Klein,
Organizational issues in the agrifood sector: toward a comparative approach, 86(3) American Journal
of Agricultural Economics (2004) 750–5.

88 Those who examine the governance of global supply chains tend to emphasize the existence of
(single or multiple) centers of power and distinguish supply chains models looking at the degree
and extent to which this power is exercised (Lee (n 2) 2993 ff.).

89 Gilson, Sabel and Scott (n 8) also note that collaborative contracting and joint mitigation provide
responses to continuous uncertainty (63 and 70). We examine the interplay between interdepen-
dencies and uncertainty and claim that cooperative solutions should include both contract im-
plementation and responses to breaches.

90 See Scott (n 3).
91 For an application to a specific scheme, see GLOBAL GAP, General Regulations, part I, General

Rules, March 2013, s. 6.4, on sanctions<http://www.globalgap.org/export/sites/default/.content/.
galleries/documents/130315_gg_gr_part_iii_v4_0-2_en.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015.
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The remedial structure in certification significantly differs from that of contract

law where the violation is usually seen in isolation, and lack of compliance with

the sanction does not necessarily lead to stronger ones for the same breach if the

breaching party does not properly address the consequences of the breach.92 In

addition, the use of more severe measures (for example, termination) is generally

made conditional upon the impossibility or failure of less severe measures to

address the consequences of the breach (for example, repair).93 Only occasionally

does one see some termination clauses associated with a lack of compliance with

measures following the breach.94 This is not to say that current contract law is

unaware of escalation mechanisms, as the Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods (CISG) clearly shows.95 In certification regimes, es-

calation is grounded on the idea that both compliance with sanctions and repeat

infringements constitute the core issues of a sanctioning system. The relationship

between enforcer and infringer is long term and repeat. The same happens in

supply chain contracting when the chain leader engages in long-term relation-

ships with a supplier.

Cooperation after the breach may operate differently depending on whether the

breach concerns process- or product-related obligations and, within the former,

depending on whether the process-related breach influences product conformity.96

Indeed, remedies for process obligations that are not directly linked to product

non-conformity may call for a slightly different approach. Especially when the

breach concerns social or environmental standards, it is loosely related to the char-

acteristics of the final agricultural product. These breaches are not necessarily fun-

damental and do not lead to termination but call for a right to performance or for

corrective actions. For example, depending on applicable law and contractual

92 For a more detailed examination of the relationship between remedies in contract law and in
certification regimes related to agri-food business, see Cafaggi and Iamiceli (n 39).

93 The relation between remedies in kind and contract termination is different from one legal system
to another and, within legal systems, additional nuances emerge depending on the type of obli-
gation and breach. Whereas in most systems termination is conditional upon fundamental (or
material) breach without any further requirement in respect of the availability of remedies in kind,
under German law a general principle is stated in s. 323, BGB, assigning the party in breach a right
to a grace period to remedy non-performance before termination can be sought by the aggrieved
party. Under German law itself, however, deviations exist from this general principle, e.g., in case
of serious and definite refusal to perform or special circumstances justifying immediate termin-
ation upon weighing of parties’ interest. See A. di Majo, Le tutele contrattuali (Giappichelli, 2009)
127; H. Beale and others, Cases, Materials and Text on Contract Law (Hart Publishing, 2010) 945
ff.; M. Torsello, Remedies for breach of contract, in Elgar Encyclopedia of Comparative Law, ed. J.M.
Smits (Elgar, 2012) 610 ff, 613.

94 See, e.g., Lavazza Supplier Code of Conduct, 2013, providing Lavazza with the right to terminate
without liability any relationship or agreement with suppliers refusing to take corrective actions
within a reasonable period of time.

95 UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1980) 1489 UNTS 3, arts. 47
and 63 (CISG), enabling the aggrieved party to fix an additional period of time of reasonable
length for performance, during which he/she may not resort to any other remedy, provided that
damages for delayed performances remain unprejudiced; art. 46(3), admitting repair of non-
conforming goods unless unreasonable whereas substitution is possible only for fundamental
non-conformity; arts. 37 and 48, on the seller’s right to cure (on which, see section V.2(a) in
this article).

96 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 161 ff.
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structure, the contractor could ask for an injunction to terminate violations related

to the use of child labour or to health and safety conditions at work.97

Reducing or eliminating the risk of non-compliance concerning non-conformity

is one of the main objectives pursued by remedies in certification schemes and,

increasingly, in contract law. Remedies for process obligations whose breach can

prevent the final performance tend to identify the causes of future non-conformity

and eliminate it rather than focusing on the product and deciding between accept-

ance and rejection. Parties along supply chains can distinguish remedies for process

obligations and define their hierarchy directed at preserving performance and pro-

tecting the contractor’s interest in delivering conforming products. The producer is

asked to eliminate/reduce risks of non-performance by engaging in courses of

action that remove impediments or mitigate the potential consequences at an

early stage. In order to pursue these cooperative objectives, parties may prefer

remedies in kind over pecuniary remedies and may prefer remedies aimed at pre-

serving the relationship over those directed at rescission or termination.

V. The instruments of cooperation before and after
the breach in supply chain contracting:
cooperative measures and remedies
Unlike the conventional juxtaposition between markets and hierarchies, we have

suggested that supply chains long-term contracts present a peculiar combination

of hierarchy and cooperation reflected in the remedies’ menu.98 Cooperation

duties along food GSCs promote compliance and due performance by both the

obligor and the obligee during contract execution. Cooperation does not only

operate before the breach, but it is needed after the breach at the remedial stage.

Indeed, remedies for breach of contract may require cooperation among the

chain’s participants to address interdependencies and the connected uncertainties

both before and after the breach. Cooperation related to defective inputs provides

a clear illustration. In many instances, the chain leader provides inputs. When

inputs are defective, cooperation is needed to re-establish compliance and ensure

that the final product is conforming with the contractual and legal specifications.

If defective inputs are provided by the contractor and their defectiveness does not

emerge at the time of delivery, on the one hand, the producer may be asked to

mitigate directly, while, on the other hand, the contractor can be asked to co-

operate and jointly fix the problems arising out of non-conforming inputs during

the production process. Depending on the applicable law, failure to cooperate by

the producer can then translate into damages’ apportionment in case of breach or

97 More complex issues arise when the remedy is asked in torts by third parties such as non-
governmental organizations or when, rarely accepted by domestic courts, the contract is
considered a third party beneficiary contract and remedies for non-compliance of these
obligations are actionable by third parties, e.g., consumers or their representative associations.

98 Supply chains present different organizational structures where the links between contractual
parties are characterized by different degrees of interdependencies. See Lee (n 2).
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exclude some of the remedies available to the contractor when its failure to co-

operate results in output non-conformity. The menu of remedies and their con-

tent and scope should reflect the need for cooperation when addressing

interdependencies and preserving the long-term relationships.99

Scope and content of remedies are also influenced by the role of intermediaries

along the chain. This factor has been overlooked in the traditional account of

international commercial contracts, but it has become a key variable in the cur-

rent functioning of GSCs.100 Unlike old intermediaries, whose primary function

was to coordinate local suppliers with multinationals, monopolizing information

about supply options, new intermediaries promote information flow along the

chain as long as they have control over the processes.101 New intermediaries

(certification and quality assurance scheme owners) have emerged to coordinate

segments of chains located in different jurisdictions, replacing, or more often

adding, to the more conventional ones (for example, trade associations or

inter-professional organizations). The presence of new intermediaries can pro-

mote cooperative solutions by identifying the causes of the default rather than

simply addressing its consequences as the conventional approach of contract law

suggests.102 They solve conflicts within the chain especially when there is a net-

work of suppliers to the same chain leaders and coordination is needed. These

factors represent some of the determinants of the changes to be analysed in greater

depth later.

Cooperative remedies in GSC’s contracts do not replace conventional contract

remedies but constitute an important addition, modifying the conventional ap-

proach to discrete contracts based on the ‘clear-cut’ division of labour and liabil-

ities between parties. They are used in relation to long-term production contracts

much less in relation to spot contracts.103 More specifically, they emerge in rela-

tion to breaches of contracts embedded in long-term relationships.104 They con-

tribute to the relationship’s stability even after potentially disruptive events, such

as breaches, preserving the relationship between suppliers and final producers.

Often non-compliance produces effects beyond the bilateral contractual re-

lationship; cooperative remedies in GSCs require addressing these

99 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 75 ff.
100 See Cafaggi (n 1) 1602 ff.; Cafaggi and Iamiceli (n 39) 136 ff. See also, on the role of intermediaries

in dispute resolution and provision of information related to conflicts, G. Ramey and J. Watson,
Contractual Intermediaries, 18 Journal of Law, Economics and Organization (2002) 362 ff.

101 See F. Cafaggi and MC Colajacomo, Intermediaries in global supply chains: A new perspective on
monitoring and enforcement (on file with the author).

102 See Cafaggi (n 1) 1566 ff.
103 This evidence has been collected in interviews with multinational coffee producers in 2012 and

2014. See, e.g., Paulig Group Code of Conduct for Suppliers (n 23) 1, providing that any supplier
who does not meet the requirements in this Code of Conduct needs to discuss corrective actions
openly with Paulig. See also Lavazza, Supplier Code of Conduct (2013), with respect to the clause
presented in the footnote above n 94.

104 It is not so important that the contract is short or long term. What is relevant is that the rela-
tionship between farmers and buyers is long term.
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consequences even beyond multi-party contracts. The scope of remedies does

not coincide with the effects of non-compliance on the aggrieved party. Many

contracts include clauses that make parties (the main supplier) responsible for

the behaviour of subcontractors both at the performance and at the breach

stage. The main supplier has to ensure continuity of the production activities

even when breaches occur along the chain within contracts to which he is not a

part.

More complex structures for cooperative remedies are designed where group

certification is in place.105 As outlined earlier, in group certification, the primary

responsibility for compliance lies with the group that designs the internal man-

agement system, including a committee that evaluates non-compliance, provides

guidelines for the adoption of corrective measures, and, when needed, can issue

sanctions towards individual members.106 The corrective remedy towards a pro-

ducer’s non-compliance is sought by the group, and compliance with the action

required by the scheme in order to be certified is monitored by an ad hoc

committee.

In the next part of this article, we examine various current doctrines in contract

law and suggest changes that introduce or reinforce the cooperative nature of

remedies in supply chain contracting. We describe desirable changes within the

current toolkit of doctrinal instruments in international commercial contracts.

We follow the traditional distinction between pre- and post-breach to illustrate its

shortcomings and show how the breach line is often not as relevant as conven-

tional contract law assumes. Clearly, the relevance of intermediaries in global

chains often makes conventional remedies less used and at times obsolete. A

more ambitious proposal will examine how the role of intermediaries modifies

the content and the operation of remedies in supply chain contracting, promoting

cooperative solutions to breach consequences.107

1. Cooperation before the breach

This section focuses on cooperation before the breach that can have an impact on

remedies’ selection after the breach and the use of defences. The impact of ex ante

breach cooperation on remedies should be recognized also outside the domain of

damages, with special regard to the use of cooperative actions, such as corrective

measures and renegotiation. For example, when production of non-conforming

goods is coupled with the aggrieved party’s failure to contribute to risk manage-

ment actions before or during production, both parties could be expected to

engage in a cooperative renegotiation process that seeks cost-effective measures

to reduce non-conformities and prevent a waste of resources.

105 See Cafaggi and Iamiceli (n 39).
106 See, e.g., UTZ Core Code of Conduct (n 57), version for group and multi-group certification 1.0

G.A. 16 <http://www.scsglobalservices.com/files/en_utz_core_code_for_individual_certifica-
tion_2014.pdf> accessed 30 July 2015

107 See Cafaggi and Colajacomo (n 102).
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A. The right to cure

Cure or substituted performances may be envisaged by the obligor before per-

formance becomes due whenever performance has already been made available to

the obligee either for examination or earlier delivery. In these circumstances,

some national legal systems and international sales law recognize the obligor’s

right to cure.108 If applied to supply contracts in agri-food chains, this rule would

enable the producer to cure defects of goods that have undergone inspection

before the due date for delivery and have been found to be not totally conform-

ing.109 The cure may consist in repairing or replacing substitute goods. Absent

this rule, the producer could be deprived of the possibility of making adjustments

to accommodate both parties’ interests and, possibly, reducing the risk of negative

effects over the whole supply chain. Due to the timeline along which the cure

occurs (before the due date for performance has expired), it does not normally

cause unreasonable inconvenience for the other party.

(i) Normative implications

We suggest considering the right to cure as the expression of a cooperative power

to vest all of the obligors within a supply contract before the time for performance

has expired, provided that the cure represents a cost-effective measure to prevent

the risk of breach or to reduce its consequences. The other party should be

informed of the curing intention by the obligor and should be consulted when-

ever it may effectively contribute to the choice of curing methods. Unless the cure

causes serious impairments, the buyer cannot prevent cure.

B. Duty to cooperate, comparative negligence, or comparative
prevention

Contractual relationships, particularly in the upper part of chains, are character-

ized by an increasing necessity to cooperate, determined by the new approaches to

risk assessment and management that call for collective participation and prob-

lem solving among producers and input providers. Each party in bilateral rela-

tionships is required to contribute to the identification of hazards and the

reduction or mitigation of their consequences. These collaborations are ‘orga-

nized’ within collective management schemes involving multiple actors as in the

case of the HACCP or other safety management schemes.

108 At the international level, see CISG (n 96) art. 37 (for case law: Audiencia Provincial de Barcelona,
Spain, 24 March 2009, English translation <http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/ cases/090324s4.html>
accessed 30 July 2015; Tribunal of International Commercial Arbitration at the Russian
Federation Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Russian Federation, 23 March 2005, English
translation <http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/ cases/050323r1.html> accessed 30 July 2015). At the
domestic level, see, for English law, Beale and others (n 94) 973. For the USA, see UCC Rev., §
2-508(1). On the distinction between pre-breach and post-breach mitigation and cure, see Goetz
and Scott (n 3) 989 ff. On the French and German-speaking codifications, see G. Himeno, Right to
Cure under the Unidroit Principles Article 7.1.4: A Historical Analysis (January 2014) 22 ff<http://
works.bepress.com/gakuro_himeno/1> accessed 30 July 2015.

109 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 158 ff.
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This modification changes the conventional function of liability as a device for

risk allocation moving towards a notion of liability grounded on the need to

ensure cooperation before and after the breach.110 It has an effect on the doctrines

concerning the non-breaching party’s conduct. Depending on applicable law,

failure to cooperate by the aggrieved party—when hazards emerge during con-

tractual performance—may impact on liability for the breach of contract via

different doctrines.

A ‘breach’ by the obligee can translate into comparative negligence.111

Technically, comparative negligence is a defence, not a remedy. We address it

here because we suggest changes of this doctrine that can influence (limit) the

ability to select remedies when the injured party has been negligent. Under inter-

national and national legal systems, the obligee’s negligence is rarely or not rele-

vant when the aggrieved party seeks remedies different from damages,112

Although the concept of comparative negligence is still largely debated in many

legal systems,113 this approach is partly finding its way into the court rooms where

judges are distilling and defining how each party can contribute to risk

reduction.114

Legal systems that recognize comparative negligence introduce a correlation

between failure to cooperate and assessment of damages: whenever lack of co-

operation by the aggrieved party has contributed to the breach, liability may be

excluded or damages reduced having regard to the aggrieved party’s degree of

110 See F. Cafaggi, Creditor’s fault: in search of a comparative frame, in Fault in American Contract Law,
ed. Omri Ben-Shahar and Ariel Porat (Cambridge University Press, 2009) 237–54; R.
Zimmermann, Limitation of liability for damages in European contract law, 193 Edinburgh Law
Review (2014) 210 ff.

111 We refer to ‘comparative negligence’ as a general concept vesting the party in breach with a
defence based on the aggrieved party’s negligence. We prefer this expression over the one of
‘contributory negligence’, which is used in legal systems (such as the English one) but continues to
be used in the USA to define an either/or system.

112 See note 176 in this article on the possible relevance of comparative negligence for specific per-
formance and contract termination.

113 The principle is recognized at the international level (see PICC (n 127) art. 7.4.7). Many national
legal systems, but not all, recognize the role of comparative negligence in contract law. E.g., it is
recognized in Italy (art. 1227 Civil Code), in Germany (§ 254(1) BGB), in Austria (§ 1304 ABGB),
the Netherlands (art. 6.101 BW), whereas in England it is highly disputed, though recognized in
torts (see Beale and others (n 94) 1023 ff.). In particular, what is debated is whether damages may
be apportioned in respect with obligor’s negligence or her contribution to cause the breach. Some
of the legal systems providing for specific laws in the area of agricultural production contracts
include rules on apportionment of liability between contractor and producer; see, for the Spanish
legal system, Ley 2/2005, de 4 de abril, de contratos de integraciòn, art. 12.3.
By contrast, it is more widely accepted that the aggrieved party has no access to remedies if she has
exclusively or predominantly determined the lack or defect in performance. See CISG (n 96) art.
80; P. Schlechtriem and I. Schwenzer, Commentary on the UN Convention on the International Sale
of Goods, ed. I. Schwenzer (3rd edn, Oxford University Press, 2010) 1092 ff., presenting the
different views and concluding in favour of the apportionment). When apportionment of dam-
ages is admitted, these are reduced in respect of the obligor’s negligence and/or contribution to
cause the breach. No consideration is normally made of the costs the obligor would have incurred
to cooperate, neither she is entitled to recover these costs in case of cooperation. See
Zimmermann (n 111) 213 ff.

114 See in Italy Corte di Cassazione, Cass. 15824/2014.
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fault and the seriousness of the harm (apportionment).115 The failure to cooper-

ate by the obligee takes place before the breach, but the consequences materialize

only after (and if) the breach occurs. Other systems use foreseeability, causation,

or other doctrines to foster cooperation and penalize failure to act.116 Unlike

comparative negligence, these doctrines operate on an ‘either/or’ basis. If the

negligent conduct of the non-breaching party breaks the causal link, she cannot

seek remedies. In the context of supply chain, contracting damages are almost

never the issue, and, as a consequence, comparative negligence would not apply if

the aggrieved party sought for different remedies—for example, corrective meas-

ures or termination. It is here that the cooperative side of remedies may show its

implications, as the analysis below illustrates.

(i) Normative implications

The current doctrine of comparative negligence suffers from many shortcomings

when applied to supply chain contracting. The two addressed here concern the

relation between strict liability of the obligor and the fault of the obligee and the

limitation to apportionment of damages. The limits of comparative negligence

may concern its applicability to strict liability regimes. In those instances, the

apportionment of damages based on comparative negligence could seem in-

appropriate since liability on the breaching party is strict, not fault-based. To

compare the negligence of the injured with the strict liability of the party in breach

may pose conceptual problems. We suggest the introduction of a comparative

prevention approach when strict liability is adopted as the leading regime for

breach of contract.117 Comparative prevention looks at the distribution of tasks

between the parties and the efforts to be made if non-compliance by one of them

emerges before it constitutes a breach. Uncertainty should not give rise to op-

portunistic behaviour on the non-breaching side, and the doctrine of comparative

prevention can usefully serve the purpose of mitigating the risk of opportunism.

Damages’ reduction (apportionment) may be a sufficient deterrent in ordinary

spot contracts. It becomes ineffective in long-term supply chain contracting. The

deterrent effect of damages’ apportionment is very limited when the main remedy

available to the aggrieved party is not damages. In other words, if the aggrieved

asks for specific performance or corrective action, its failure to cooperate will not

be penalized giving rise to opportunism. The limitation of comparative negli-

gence to damages may lead to under-deterrence since the aggrieved can select

115 For a comparative view, see Cafaggi (n 111); Zimmermann (n 111), criticizing the legal
approaches that distinguish between conduct contributing to non-performance and conduct
contributing to the effects of non-performance and allowing for damages apportionment in
the former case but not in the latter. See, for two examples in Italian case law: Cass. n. 18352,
13 September 2004, on the lack of comparative negligence of a buyer of milk contaminated with
antibiotics; Cass. n. 15824, 10 July 2014, on input provider’s liability and possible contractor’s
comparative negligence in the sale of contaminated inputs (red pepper).

116 See Cafaggi (n 111).
117 Comparative prevention differs from comparative causation because it focuses on the collabora-

tive effort to ensure compliance with the standard rather than on the contribution to the harm.
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those remedies where its ‘comparative negligence’ would not be considered. By

contrast, the obligee’s failure to cooperate should have consequences even beyond

damages in its selection of remedies.118

We suggest expanding the role of comparative negligence and comparative

prevention beyond damages’ reduction to the imposition of affirmative duties

to cooperate before the breach and to restore compliance with the standards

related to safety, traceability, and environmental protection. The ‘doctrine’ may

impose on the obligee a duty to act or to correct the process failure before the

obligor’s breach. The difference with the duty to mitigate is that the ‘doctrine’

here fixes a failure to cooperate by the obligee before the breach, whereas in the

case of the duty to mitigate it imposes a duty to mitigate the consequences of the

breach committed by the obligor. Furthermore, we suggest the use of comparative

prevention to prevent the aggrieved party from seeking some remedies such as

termination or specific performance when contribution to the breach (for ex-

ample, failure to cooperate) is substantial.119

Finally, we suggest the application of comparative negligence and prevention in

multi-party contracts and in multi-party safety and quality management schemes.

The duty to cooperate in these instances may involve multiple parties and the

consequences they bear, particularly those concerning their ability to seek reme-

dies. In multi-party contracts, several parties may simultaneously be negligent

because they fail to cooperate. When seeking remedy against the breaching party,

they may be prevented from seeking termination or other ‘disruptive’ remedies.

Notice that these suggestions may have broader application but seem particularly

relevant in supply chain contracting where cooperative remedies play a significant

role.

2. Ex post breach cooperation

Current contractual doctrines relate to the ex post breach conduct of both the

breaching and the aggrieved party. However, they do not distinguish between

spot contracts and long-term contract consequences of breach in supply

chains.120 A breach of a long-term contract, or even of a short-term contract

vested in a long-term contractual relationship, requires different (or at least com-

plementary) remedies from spot contracts in competitive thick markets. We con-

tend that long-term contracts in supply chains, where interdependencies are

118 In particular, specific performance and contract termination cannot be subject to apportionment,
whereas in principle comparative negligence could be taken into consideration to exclude these
remedies if the obligor’s contribution to the breach has been predominant. According to some
authors, the aggrieved party should not be deprived of the just mentioned remedies to the extent
she is willing to ‘pay out’ the costs or losses deriving from her negligence to the other party. See
Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 114) 1094. For a comparative overview on comparative negli-
gence, see also Cafaggi (n 111).

119 See UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD, Recommendations Based on Legal Guide on Contract Farming,
draft version (unpublished, on file with the author).

120 This claim may not be generalized, however. For a distinction between contractual remedies in
contracts operating in competitive markets using spot contracts and specialized or relational
contracts in thin markets, see Goetz and Scott (n 3).
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stronger, require cooperative remedies to a greater extent than spot contracts in the

context of market exchanges. Hence, we suggest accounting for these distinctions in

shaping the doctrines and their judicial and non-judicial application. On the side of

the breaching party, corrective actions and the right to cure are clearly the most

prominent example. On the aggrieved party side, the doctrine of mitigation is an

instrument of cooperation that might consist alternatively of an exit strategy with a

cover transaction or of a tool to reduce the consequences generated by the breach.121

A. Right to cure

The right to cure is a doctrine adopted in international instruments of commer-

cial contract law.122 It represents a defence rather than a remedy; however, if and

when recognized by law, it may largely influence the functioning of contractual

remedies. It was initially applied to sales, and it has been extended to service

contracts where substantial performance is the standard and mixed contracts as

production contracts in agriculture.123 It permits the breaching party to act after

the other party has rejected the tender of non-conforming goods or after the time

in which performance is due but a tender has not yet been rendered.

When can cure be granted and what are the consequences on the selection of

remedies? Usually conferral of the right to cure is precluded when the breach is

fundamental.124 Consistently, contract avoidance in the CISG precludes the right

to cure after the breach.125 However, this is not the case under the Principles of

International Commercial Contracts (PICC).126 In fact, even courts applying

Article 48 of the CISG have used ‘curability’ as an indicator for lack of breach

materiality, therefore letting cure prevail over termination.127 Indeed, when it is

conferred, cure normally precludes the aggrieved party to seek remedies such as

termination since it is meant to ensure the preservation of the contractual

121 On mitigation, see Goetz and Scott (n 3).
122 See PICC (n 127) art. 7.1.4 (1) and (2). For the possible application of similar rules in the context

of agricultural production contracts, see UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 158.
123 See, beyond the sale domain, UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 120).
124 But see PICC (n 127) art. 7.1.4, on right to cure: this provision does not include the fundamental

nature of breach among the limits for this right. Official Comment to this text clarifies that the
cure is not precluded merely because the failure to perform amounts to a fundamental non-
performance; however, the right to cure would be banned if the probable delay in affecting cure
would itself amount to fundamental breach. PICC (n 127) Official Comments, 2010, 227.

125 CISG (n 96) arts. 48 and 49. See UNCITRAL, Digest of Case Law on the United Nations Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (United Nations, 2012 Edition) 233: ‘this right to
cure, however, is “subject to article 49”, the provision governing the buyer’s general right to avoid
the contract. Avoidance of the contract, therefore, excludes the seller’s right to cure. Generally it is
for the buyer to decide whether or not the contract should be avoided. The buyer may exercise a
right to avoid without restriction form the seller’s right to cure. This approach is supported by
article 48 (2) according to which the seller may ask whether the buyer will accept a cure and by
article 49 (2) (b) (iii) which evidences that the buyer need not accept the seller’s offer to cure’.

126 UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts (UNIDROIT 2010) art. 7.1.4 (2) (PICC):
‘The right to cure is not precluded by notice of termination’.

127 See CISG (n 96) art. 48. See in particular Switzerland, 5 November 2002, Commercial Court of the
Canton of Aargau (Inflatable triumphal arch case) <http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/021105s1.
htm> accessed 30 July 2015. See also UNCITRAL CLOUT case n. 282 (Germany, 1997); CLOUT
case n. 339 (Germany, 1998).
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relationship. More specifically, the exercise of the right to cure usually precludes

contract termination and more rarely other remedies,128 for instance, price re-

duction.129 By contrast, when recognized, the exercise of the right to cure nor-

mally allows the aggrieved party to withhold performance and to claim damages

caused, or not prevented by, cure.130

Cure may consist in repair or replacement.131 The choice is based on objective

criteria such as minor or major defects or costs of repair. Minor defects can lead to

repair. Major defects or defects whose repair imposes disproportionate costs

generally result in replacement. However, often, especially when there is uncer-

tainty over the seriousness of the non-conformity, agreement between the parties

may be necessary. It is debatable, and it depends on applicable law whether the

party in breach may prevent the creditor from seeking replacement by offering

effective cure.132

Other circumstances may limit the right to cure—for example, if cure would

not be appropriate, effective, or promptly effected or if the cure would cause

unreasonable inconvenience to the aggrieved party.133 According to some legal

systems, attention should be paid to the reasonable reliance by the party in breach

on the fact that delivery would be accepted.134 In trust-based contractual rela-

tions, according to the opinion of some national judges, cure may also be pre-

vented when the nature of the breach is such that the parties’ trust is destroyed.135

Even lacking a default rule in the law, the right to cure may normally be provided

by contractual clauses.136 By contrast, when the law confers these rights, whether

128 See in a South Africa contract for the production of sugar beet the following provision: ‘Subject
to clause 26, should any Party commit a breach of this Contract (‘the defaulting party’) and fail
to remedy that breach within 14 (fourteen) days after receipt of a written notice calling upon it so
to do (provided that if such breach is one which is not reasonably capable of being remedied
within the said period of 14 (fourteen) days, the Defaulting Party shall be allowed such additional
period as is reasonably required therefore), then the innocent Party shall be entitled, in addition to
and without prejudice to any right or remedy it may have under the circumstances, either to: 1)
enforce the performance of the terms hereof; or 2) cancel this Contract and recover such damages
from the defaulting party as it may have sustained.’

129 See CISG (n 96) art. 50 (second part). See Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 114) 741.
130 See PICC (n 127) art. 7.1.4, (3)–(5).
131 These are the usual measures connected with the concept of ‘cure’ whereas compensation for the

harm done is normally excluded from cure, even in long-term relationships. See, in the US case
law Volvo, 2010 WI 15, 323 Wis. 2d 294; Anacapa Technology Inc. v ADC Telecommunications, 241
F. Supp. 2d 1016 (D. Minn. 2002). Of course, the compensatory function rests with damages,
whose role is not banned by the right to cure, as seen above.

132 See Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 114) 741.
133 See CISG (n 96) art. 48(1).
134 For the USA, see UCC Rev., § 2-508(2): ‘Where the buyer rejects a non-conforming tender which

the seller had reasonable grounds to believe would be acceptable with or without money allowance
the seller may if he seasonably notifies the buyer have a further reasonable time to substitute a
conforming tender’.

135 See, in a franchising contract case, Superior Court of Pennsylvania, LJL Transportation Inc. v Pilot
Air Freight Corporation, 22 September 2006, Opinion by Klein, J.

136 Contractual clauses providing for the right to cure defective performance may be very relevant in
agricultural production contracts when performance is highly interdependent on other actors’
performances along the chain. Here the costs of non-performance go by far beyond the
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parties may exclude them varies from one legal system to another.137 The legal

recognition of the right to cure for the supplier is consistent with a duty of

cooperation in food GSCs. It is also consistent with the principle of proportion-

ality that reduces the space for burdensome measures (namely contract termin-

ation) when performance is still possible.

(i) Normative implications

We suggest that a right to cure should be recognized also after the breach and

distinguished from the duty to mitigate. There might be overlap between the two

defences: sometimes what the breaching party can do in relation to the right to

cure could also be done by the aggrieved party under the duty to mitigate. The

importance of the right to cure grows when investments on the supplier’s side are

high and the alternative use of the non-conforming goods is limited or non-

existing. We suggest extending the right to cure to service and mixed contracts

in GSCs. We suggest its applicability not only to the breach of product-related

obligations but also to process-related obligations, when cure can consist of a

modification of the production process in order to re-establish compliance with

traceability, safety, or quality management schemes. In case of major non-con-

formity, agreement between the parties on the content of the cure is advisable.

The interest of the aggrieved party should be taken into account in relation to the

content of the cure.

Legal systems recognizing the right to cure do not normally condition this right

upon the approval, by the aggrieved party, of the identified cure. However, in

these circumstances, the involvement of the aggrieved party may be appropriate

when different methods and forms of adjustments may be compared and assessed

as alternative options.138 We suggest proceduralizing the decision making con-

cerning the content of cure after the breach. The right holder defines a proposal

and has a duty to consult with the potentially aggrieved party, informing her on

the different options. The right holder preserves the final decision-making power,

even if the other party disagrees. However, the right can only be exercised within

the limits defined by the interest of the aggrieved party. Clearly, the outcome of

the process would be different when the potentially aggrieved party is given a veto

power on cure.

consequences determined within the single contractual relation and the benefits of cure extend
consequently. Compliance with safety or sustainability standards may represent a good example.

137 With respect to CISG (n 96) art. 48, see Schlechtriem and Schwenzer (n 114) 745, claiming that,
due to the CISG’s preference for maintaining the contract, an exclusion of right to cure entitling
the buyer to immediate termination would be problematic.

138 E.g., it could be argued that, under CISG (n 96) art. 48(2) the seller has the mere option (not the
duty) to seek the buyer’s acceptance of the cured performance by the proposed time. Of course,
the buyer’s acceptance reduces the risk that at a later stage the cure may be found ‘unreasonable’;
however, even lacking the buyer’s involvement, the (reasonable) seller’s cure can suffice to prevent
the buyer from resorting to price reduction or termination.
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B. Corrective actions

One of the most innovative areas of remedies in GSC contracting is certainly that

of corrective actions. Corrective actions are referred both to process and ‘product

non-conformity’ where the more conventional remedies of repair, withdrawal,

and recall are also deployed. The importance of process standards, the increasing

relevance of the interplay between agricultural good practices and environmental

protection has pushed towards the definition of corrective actions to address

breaches, ranging from individual instruments to complex action plans when,

for example, serious water or soil contaminations have occurred during agricul-

tural production processes.139 Corrective actions may refer to the main obligation

(product conformity) or to complementary obligations concerning negative ef-

fects on the environment or on communities linked to the production process.

Their content may be aimed not only at ensuring the result promised in the

contract but also at remedying negative consequences stemming from the failures

that have occurred in the agricultural process. Their scope is wider than specific

performance and its functional equivalents.

In agri-food contractual practices, corrective actions stand out among remedies

for breach of contract for three reasons: (i) they broaden the range of remedies for

breach of contract including the stage of production process and linking it with

product conformity; (ii) they correlate the remedies with the internal manage-

ment structure of individual organizations and of the whole supply chain;

and (iii) they tend to stimulate parties cooperation for the search of an effective

response to breach as possibly based on mutual consent. As part of remedies in

kind, corrective measures may therefore be distinguished from specific perform-

ance. This distinction particularly holds if specific performance is conceived

as a measure based on judicial coercion140 and not limited by the principle of

mitigation.141 Among other aspects, supervision costs are considered to be an

obstacle to the use of specific performance.142 In this respect, corrective remedies

may help overcome legal obstacles for specific performance.

Where do we find clauses related to corrective actions? Chain leaders usually

include explicit provisions concerning corrective actions in their ‘terms and con-

ditions’ or in their ‘suppliers codes’, often introducing an escalating system so

that non-compliance with corrective measures may result in contract

139 See for some examples UNIDROIT, FAO and IFAD (n 25) 162 ff.
140 The concept of specific performance is not uniform across Western legal systems. In the common

law perspective, it is defined as a decree directed against the defendant personally, ordering him to
perform the contract and entailing the possibility of punishment for contempt of court in case of
disobedience. See Treitel (n 36) 7. In civil law systems, the notion is wider and includes any
measure due to provide the creditor with the substance of what he bargained for; cure of defects
would then be available within the area of specific performance, whereas the use of physical force
against the person of the debtor would remain a ‘comparative rarity’ (12). M. Sturner, Il diritto
all’esatto adempimento e i suoi limiti nel diritto privato europeo, 4 Persona e mercato (2010) 261 ff;
Di Majo (n 94).

141 See note 176 in this article.
142 See Yorio and Thel (n 36) 34.
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termination.143 Corrective measures play an important role in contract drafting

and practices all the way up to the production of agricultural products.144 In some

instances, producers are required to participate in supply chain monitoring pro-

grams based on the following actions: suppliers’ self-assessment, accessibility of

relevant data by the contractor, and producers’ commitment to taking corrective

measures when so requested by the contractor.145 In a different context and with

different implications for GSC governance, even commodity exchange business

rules often condition the adoption of sanctions and measures for breach to a lack

of correction by the party in breach.146 In addition, producers are often asked by

certification regimes to design schemes addressing safety and sustainability-

related risks and to condition awarding certification upon the adoption of the

scheme and its correct functioning.147

Corrective actions are included in many ‘technical’ standards.148 Certification

regimes and suppliers codes make reference to ISO 17011 and ISO 22000, which

include provisions concerning corrective actions to address non-conformity. In

this case, each organization (for example, the party to the supply chain) has to

have a HACCP system in place and needs to define corrective actions to be taken

in case of non-compliance. These actions include reviewing product non-

143 See, e.g., the provisions contained in the Nestlè Supplier Code: ‘In case Nestlé becomes aware of
any actions or conditions not in compliance with the Code, Nestlé reserves the right to demand
corrective measures. Nestlé reserves the right to terminate an agreement with any supplier who
does not comply with the Code.’ and in the Heineken Supplier Code: ‘In cases of non-compliance
are found, Heineken and its suppliers will develop ways and means to correct the non-
compliance, provided Heineken receive the commitment from the suppliers to correct the
non-compliance within due time. If there is no commitment or lack of corrective measures,
such may result in Heineken ceasing to do business and as a final resort terminate contracts.’
See also Mars Supplier Code of Conduct <http://goo.gl/muegfM> accessed 30 July 2015, requir-
ing the supplier to implement the corrective actions as required by the company, when problems
are identified relating to any of the areas mentioned on the Code. If the corrective action is not
taken, Mars receives the right to terminate the contract.

144 See, e.g., a Thailand contract for the production of asparagus according to guidelines and re-
quirements of EUREP GAP (FAO database n 47), where it is provided that, in case of breach of
standards by the supplier, the buyer can suspend the acceptance of that seller’s green asparagus
output on a case to case basis until a correction is undertaken and that correction must be
approved by the buyer in order that the purchase and sale under the contract may continue.
In some cases, contracts foresee the possibility for the contractor to replace the producer and have
the work done by a third party. E.g., a contract clause of an Australian contract for the production
of cabbage seeds (FAO database n 2) is the following: ‘the Buyer shall have the right to have the
necessary work done at the Grower’s expense and for this purpose the Buyer or its representatives
shall have full access to the land on which the crop is growing. Any work carried out by the Buyer
under this clause shall be carried out as agent for the Grower.’

145 See, e.g., Mondelez International European terms and conditions of purchase <http://goo.gl/
TbzM73> accessed 30 July 2015, s. 10 (Audits).

146 See, e.g., ACE derivatives and commodity exchange business rules <http://goo.gl/WdUS0n>
accessed 30 July 2015, s. 9.30.1.

147 See GFSI (n 57), requiring corrective actions in different contexts. References to corrective actions
are made in relation to incident management scheme and good agricultural practices, s. 3.7.2.

148 Private global standards link corrective actions to detection of non-conformity, its correction and
prevention for future occurrences. They impose the adoption of internal management schemes
that address process failures and can act in relation to both the process and the product. From the
perspective of internal management, they link the remedies to the organization of the contractual
party unlike conventional contract law, where the remedy is generally independent from the
organization’s capability and skills of the breaching party.
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conformity, identifying its causes, and adopting measures ensuring that the non-

conformity does not occur in the future.149

In an agricultural production contract, corrective measures may be invoked by

either the contractor (for example, in the case of a producer’s failure to comply

with safety process standards) or the producer (for example, when the producer

receives defective inputs that cannot be used as such in the production process).

Depending on the applicable law and on the structure of the contractual relation

(whether a bilateral contract, a set of linked contracts, or a multi-party contract),

corrective measures may be sought directly vis-à-vis the actor who is in the best

position to adopt them or, vicariously, vis-à-vis a counterparty that is contractually

made responsible for the action of a third party input provider. For example, in a

linked contract setting, applicable law could enable a producer to seek for corrective

measures concerning inputs provided by a third party in privity with the contractor by

filing a request to the contractor, who can then involve the input provider. In fact, the

contractor will directly supervise and instruct the input provider when necessary.150 In

a multi-party setting, an easier coordination could take place with a direct agreement

between producer, contractor, and input provider, as parties to the same contract.

Contractual practices show different cooperative approaches to corrective ac-

tions depending on the distribution of decision-making power along the chain

and the complexity of the breach consequences. In some instances, cooperation is

based on a procedure whereby the breaching party makes a proposal and the non-

breaching party is conferred the power to approve or reject.151 In other instances,

parties engage in a joint-solving problem procedure.152 In more sophisticated

instances, governance devices are set up to define the suitable corrective measures

and implement them.153 For example, the producer may be requested by the

contractor to set up its own internal control management system, subject to an

assessment by the contractor and to the producer’s commitment to adopt any

necessary corrective measure.154 In some cases, these procedures involve the

entire supply chain and particularly the subcontractors.155

149 See ISO/IEC 17011, ss. 5.5 on corrective actions and 5.6 on preventive actions, and ISO 22000,
s. 10.7.2.

150 Interview with Lavazza, January 2015. See also Paulig Group Code of Conduct for Suppliers
(n 23) 3.

151 See, e.g., the Thailand contract for the production of asparagus in the clause cited above. See
footnote n 144.

152 Similar practices are also promoted in the different context of commodity exchanges. See, e.g.,
Euronext Skimmer milk powder futures contract <http://goo.gl/iRnfyY> accessed 30 July 2015,
s. 14.

153 See the discussion in R.J. Gilson, C.F. Sabel and R.E. Scott, Contracting for Innovation: Vertical
Disintegration and Interfirm Collaboration, 109(3) Columbia Law Review (2009) 431–502, con-
cerning the creation of committees responsible for joint problem solving in high tech (Apple) and
aviation.

154 See, e.g., purchase order terms and conditions for Coca-Cola Refreshments USA <http://goo.gl/
fOIECf> accessed 30 July 2015, s. 25 (Supplier Guiding Principles). See also the Ferrero Code of
Business Conduct <http://goo.gl/0CtnAR> accessed 30 July 2015, 7.

155 See, e.g., Glaxosmithkline, Terms and Conditions of Purchase (goods and services), United
Kingdom <http://goo.gl/A9lmty> accessed 30 July 2015, s. 14.
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The agreement about corrective measures may be reached through direct nego-

tiation or through mediation by an independent third party. Even when correction

is requested by certifiers and compliance becomes a condition for certification,

current trends include a cooperative approach based on agreement between certifier

and certified.156 High level of cooperation is requested to implement corrective

measures. If parties fail to cooperate, a judicial intervention may be needed to

enact them. Accessibility to judicial procedures aimed at corrective measures de-

pends on the applicable law and judicial enforcement mechanisms.157

More traditional contractual remedies would be influenced by the use of cor-

rective measures. If enacted promptly, they could not only prevent (or reduce) the

occurrence of damages158 but also avoid the breach reaching that threshold of

seriousness often required by applicable law as a precondition for contract ter-

mination. Even in the area of remedies in kind, to which corrective measures may

be included, they can be seen as the first less intrusive remedy along the scale,

ultimately leading to injunctions or orders for specific performance, if ever avail-

able. Indeed, the use of specific performance may be limited depending on the

applicable law (for example, when its availability is conditional upon the inad-

equacy of damages)159 and factual circumstances (for example, should it be an

ineffective remedy, being impossible or extremely costly to obtain performance

from the party in breach or to supervise over specific performance).160 Framing

corrective measures within a cooperative setting permits supervision costs to be

lowered through the use of governance devices, such as independent auditors or

producers’ groups acting within group certification schemes.

156 See UTZ Certified as quoted above, footnote n 78.
157 See, for a comparative view, Di Majo (n 94) 182 ff.
158 Of course, correction may fail and damages (with or without termination) may remain the sole

remedy. See, e.g., Mt. Whitney Farms LLC et al., Plaintiffs and Appellants v Sandstone Marketing,
Inc., Defendant and Appellant. Sandstone Marketing, Inc., Plaintiff and Appellant, v. Mt. Whitney
Farms, LLC et al., Defendants and Appellants. F062505, Court of Appeal, Fifth District, California,
Filed 24 June 2013, in which two melon growers have been hold liable for violation of good
farming practices concerning time of plantation, failure to apply herbicides and pesticides in a
timely manner, and to take adequate measures to protect portions of the fields from rabbits.

159 See Treitel (n 36) 17 ff.; M.A. Eisenberg, Actual and virtual specific performance, the theory of
efficient breach, and the indifference principle in contract law, 93 California Law Review (2005) 975.
In the US case law, see the famous case Campbell Soup Co. v. Wentz et al.; Campbell Soup Co. v.
Lojeski Nos. 9648, 9649, United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, 172 F.2d 80; 1948
U.S. App. LEXIS 2000.
In other circumstances, the parties expressly agree on the use of specific performance as a remedy
against breach to be used if breach is not cured within the assigned time; see the US Christensen
Farm swine production contract (Iowa database n. 1) clause 8.A on general breach by either party.
In other cases, the contractor may, after notice of non-performance, request to perform; see, e.g.,
the US Murphy farms swine production contract (Iowa database n. 2), clause 5.

160 Among other aspects, supervision costs are considered to be an obstacle to the use of specific
performance. See Yorio and Thel (n 36) 34. In the US case law, see Tyson Breeders, Inc. v Harrison,
940 So. 2d 230 (Miss. 2006) concerning a case of unjustified termination by a contractor in a
chicken-growing contract in which, without providing any notice, the contractor has removed the
chicken from the producer’s premise and refused to provide any more chicken to be grown.
Although the court makes a more general statement, holding that specific performance is not an
appropriate remedy for agricultural production contracts, it could be argued that ineffectiveness
of the remedy is related with the costs of enforcing a duty (long-term duty to provide the producer
with inputs to be grown), which the contractor has deliberately refused to comply with.
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(i) Normative implications

Corrective measures reflect the changes in perspective in the contractual design

that define the production process as a cooperative venture between producers

and contractors and provide the latter with instruments such as inspections and

advices that ‘interfere’ in the production process to a greater extent than the buyer

would in conventional sales. Symmetrically, the content of remedies in case of

breach is the outcome of a cooperative process that can only be partially defined

ex ante. Unforeseen contingencies may require parties to agree ex post on the

specific corrective actions to address the problem. The general principle, that

leaves discretion to the aggrieved party about the selection and the determination

of content, has to be modified in the light of corrective actions addressing events

that could not be ex ante anticipated. On the one hand, the injured can monitor

directly or through third parties the process and gain more influence and power;

on the other hand, it has to take more responsibility and cooperate with the

breacher to address the causes of product non-conformity.

We suggest that corrective measures enter international and domestic legal

systems as distinct independent default remedies against contractual breach,

strengthening the preventive and restitutionary function of contract law when

applied to regulatory issues such as safety, environmental, and consumer protec-

tion. This would enrich the default menu of remedies and broaden the regulatory

function of transnational commercial contracts. Furthermore, when corrective

actions require the simultaneous operations of multiple parties, we suggest sup-

porting management schemes with a multi-party or network contract aimed at

coordinating the activities of a chain’s participants. This would be the case when

there is no product recall but when products in the markets need to be tested and

hazards to be examined. Hence, we suggest the introduction of corrective meas-

ures as a remedy for breach in both bilateral and multi-party contracts.

The use of corrective measures could be subject to a proportionality test in

order to assess their adequacy, necessity, and a correct balance between costs and

benefits of the measure.161 This test should take into account the investments

made by the parties within the relationship and the hypothetical losses suffered by

them in case of a lack of correction. The indirect effects on the downstream part of

the chain should also be considered. It is not unlikely that, due to the chain

interdependence recalled earlier and to the level of investments made, this balance

will often favour the use of corrective measures rather than striking these meas-

ures out.

161 Out of the scope of this article, under European Union Law the principle of proportionality has
been referred to the remedy of repair in EU Directive 1999/44/EC, art. 3.3 (with regard to repair in
consumer sales law). In the area of business-to business contracts, the same principle has been
referred to the remedy of repair as provided by CISG (n 96) art. 46(3). See U. Magnus, Remedies:
damages, price reduction, avoidance, mitigation, and preservation, in International Sales Law: A
Global Challenge, ed. L. Di Matteo (Cambridge University Press, 2014) 281, where proportionality
is grounded on the duty to mitigate provided by CISG (n 96) art. 77.
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C. Ex post breach cooperation: the role of the injured party/parties

Aggrieved parties are required to cooperate in order to minimize the extent of

the harm caused by the breach.162 According to the conventional distinction, a

pre-breach obligation to cooperate may translate into activities whose costs the

party has to bear, whereas post-breach obligations can be incorporated into miti-

gation duties and give the mitigating party the right to be reimbursed for rea-

sonable expenses.163 The boundaries between ex ante and ex post breach

cooperation, however, are not always very clear cut, and the legal comparative

framework is quite diversified.164 For the purpose of the analysis, we assume

the conventional distinction and examine the duty to mitigate and how its con-

tent and purpose should change when applied to contractual relationships in agri-

food GSCs.

Ex post breach cooperation is associated with the duty to mitigate of the non-

breaching party. The ‘duty’ to mitigate is part of a set of duties to cooperate after

the breach; it represents a defence rather than a remedy, but it does influence the

functioning of other remedies—for example, damages. Indeed, it is generally

associated with the occurrence of harm (and, in particular, damages) and the

need to reduce its consequences. It has different scope and follows different

standards in the various legal systems. The scope and content of mitigation is

defined according to reasonableness.165 The standard of reasonableness may in-

crease when the producer’s breach has been partially caused by the contractor’s

delivery of non-conforming inputs or may decrease when mitigation is made

harder by the party in breach.166

162 See PICC (n 127) art. 7.4.8 (1): ‘The non performing party is not liable for harm suffered by the
aggrieved party to the extent that the harm could have been reduced by the latter party’s taking
reasonable steps.’

163 This distinction is adopted also at the international level. See PICC (n 127) arts. 7.4.7, 7.4.8. See
Vogenauer (n 86) 1005 ff., recalling the Official Comments by UNIDROIT on the distinction be-
tween the two provisions: the former concerned with the conduct of the aggrieved party’ in regard
to the cause of the initial loss’, the latter relating to that party’s conduct subsequent thereto. See
also Zimmermann (n 111) 213. Zimmermann criticizes the distinction and proposes a uniform
approach based on apportionment for pre- and post-breach. Hence, under this approach, the
losses attributable to failure to mitigate would be apportioned between the creditor and the debtor
(223 ff.). See, for an example of the criticized view in the Italian case law, Trib. Monza, 31 July
2007 (unpublished), holding that a professional buyer should be up to date about any food alert
and take appropriate measures to further test the received goods before using them in processing.
Therefore, no damages should be paid for damages caused on processed goods if unsafe ingre-
dients have been used without further testing.

164 The duty to mitigate is not recognized by all legal systems (for a comparative overview, see Cafaggi
(n 111). See, for Germany, § 254 BGB; for Italy, art. 1227 Civil Code; for the US, Rest. 2nd of
Contracts, § 350. At the international level, see CISG (n 96) art. 77. See also PICC (n 127) art.
7.4.8. One peculiar case is the one of France wherein two judgments of 19 June 2003, the French
Supreme Court explicitly rejected the introduction of a general principle of mitigation in the
French law of tort, although similar results may be attained through the principle of ‘faute de la
victim’. See Cass 2ème civ (19 June 2003) No 930 FS-PBRI, Xhauflaire c/Decrept and No 931
FS-PRBI, Dibaoui c/ Flamand, Bull Civ II No 203, D 2003 Jur 2396; Petites Affiches 2003, No
208, 16.

165 See, for a more in depth analysis, taking into account the comparative variations, Cafaggi (n 111).
166 See, e.g., Steele v.J. I. Case Co., 197 Kan. 554, 419 P.2d 902 (Kan. 5 November 1966), in which the

Court holds that, where seller’s warranty covering farm machinery had been breached, and seller
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Ex post breach cooperation concerns both process and product-standard obli-

gations. The main objective of mitigation is to warrant compliance with the

standard in order to ensure delivery of conforming products rather than com-

pensating the injured. Accordingly, the party in breach is generally asked to

engage in corrective action to be agreed upon with the injured and, possibly,

with other players such as the certifiers.167 However, the injured party may also

be asked to contribute to hazard detection and mitigation and be penalized in case

of inaction. The duty to mitigate as interpreted by some national courts includes

the duty to monitor and test the product before harm has occurred or even before

the risk has become known.168 The same could apply to producers when purchas-

ing inputs from a third party. In this instance, courts have applied the doctrine of

mitigation to enforce the producer’s duty to monitor over third party’s

compliance.169

The participation of the aggrieved party to address ex post breach consequences,

however, may go beyond monitoring over performances or agreeing on corrective

action and require direct action or coordination. In case of a supplier’s breach, the

aggrieved party can be asked to provide technical assistance, financial means, new

inputs, or to coordinate the subcontractors that contribute to the production

process and should have been coordinated by the producer in breach. The clearest

example related to ex post breach cooperation is certainly related to quality and

safety management schemes participated in by numerous members of the supply

chain.170 Management schemes that include multiple control points are based on

attempted to remedy the defect and continued to assure buyer that machinery would be made to
conform to warranty, buyer would not be barred from recovering damages where, relying on
seller’s promises, he may have failed to take steps to lessen his loss.

167 See section V.2(b) of this article.
168 See, e.g., the Italian Corte di Cassazione that, in a recent judgment on food supplier’s liability for

delivery of unsafe product, has emphasized the need to cooperate in identifying hazards whose
relevance might not have been known at time of contracting but has later become known also with
the contribution of administrative authorities. See Cass. 15824/2014 applying the Italian code
provision on the duty to mitigate (art. 1227, second section, Civil Code) to a buyer failing to test
the product that contained additives used by the seller. Interestingly the Court states that the
content of cooperation is linked to the application of the precautionary principle to sales, going
beyond the conventional approach that applies the principle to civil liability and regulation. See
also Trib. Monza, 31 July 2007 (unpublished), recognizing the buyer’s duty to perform further test
in case of food alert despite the reinsuring declarations made by the seller. For another view in the
Italian case law, see, however, Cass. n. 18352, 13 September 2004, excluding the duty to mitigate of
a buyer of milk contaminated with antibiotics: in this instance the Court has concluded that the
seller’s warranty on the absence of defects in delivered milk exclude the buyer’s liability for
commingling the received product with other. Against the existence of a duty to mitigate for
the buyer of unsafe food products, see also, in the Italian case law: C. App. Turin, 2 February 2011;
Trib. Parma, 13 April 2011 (unpublished).

169 See, e.g., Baird v Crop Prod. Servs., Inc., Not Reported in N.E.2d, 2012 WL 3815314, Ohio App. 12
Dist., 2012. 4 September 2012 (on farmer’s failure to timely inspect and monitor his fields after
crop duster’s failure to apply herbicide).

170 GFSI requires individual regimes to include a risk assessment and a risk management scheme
based on the principles of Codex Alimentarius and HACCP. See GFSI (n 57) 151 ff.
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collective collaboration.171 When non-compliance emerges, the non-compliant

party has to act on the basis of an agreement with the scheme manager and the

certifier. All of the participants to the chain are monitored when they are imple-

menting the plan to address non compliance.

When product non-conformity is related to safety, the contractor may be

required to take reasonable steps to reduce or eliminate hazards related to non-

conformity. The contractor may be asked to cooperate with the producer in fixing

the causes of non-conformity. However, when non-conformity of the product

cannot be cured, mitigation may require cooperation in the products’ replace-

ment or substitute transactions. Acceptance of non-conforming goods by the

contractor may be made conditional upon reimbursement of costs incurred for

mitigation that can be deducted from the final price (price reduction). When

safety concerns are managed through collective schemes, the burden of mitigation

may be shared by the different participants to the scheme.

Mitigation can also concern quality problems. When there is a breach of quality

standard, the solution can require the use of secondary or tertiary markets by the

buyer. Such use is unavailable in the case of safety breach. It may happen that

lower quality products do not meet the expected quality but can still be sold172 or

purchased.173 In this instance, the contractor may sell the products and then

recover mitigation expenses.174 Differences between mitigation for safety-related

breach and quality-related breach may also be contractually defined.

Multi-party contracts along supply chains may require a special cooperation

after the breach. These contracts may concern specific aspects of the production

process such as monitoring safety and/or quality or coordinating traceability

obligations. Alongside the performance phase, a duty of cooperation binds all

of the parties to the contract with a view to the attainment of common objectives

(for example, ensuring product safety) and the pursuit of the common interest

(for example, preserving reputation, ensuring stability in relations with clients

and trade partners, and so on). In these contexts, the duty to mitigate is imposed

on all of the parties, making coordination necessary in order to ensure that re-

actions to non-compliance are prompt and effective. Unlike in a bilateral setting,

the chain participant who is in the best position to mitigate is not necessarily the

171 See OECD and FAO, Guidance for Responsible Agricultural Supply Chains (2015) (see n 16) ss.
3.2 and 3.3. Another example is the adoption of a risk management scheme required by the GFSI
guidance (n 57) for responsible agricultural supply chains.

172 See, e.g., Claude et Conrad Toner Ltd. v Hettema Inc., 85 A.C.W.S. (3d) 941, New Brunswick Court
of Queen’s Bench, 29 January 1999, the delivery of over-sized potatoes is not considered a material
breach, then allowing for only damages and not product repudiation; damages are limited having
regard to the duty to mitigate which the buyer respected by re-grading, re-bagging, and trying to
sell the potatoes.

173 See, e.g., Carolyn B. Beasley Cotton Co. v Ralph, 59 S.W.3d 110. Tenn. Ct. App., 2000, 25 October
2000 (concerning a cotton seller’s failure to deliver the promised goods to buyer and buyer’s
purchase of cotton on the open market to fulfill its obligations towards third parties, resulting in a
loss to the buyer; here the Court addresses the issue about whether the cover purchase was timing
having regard to the time of occurrence of the breach).

174 Glaxosmithkline, Terms and Conditions of Purchase (China) <http://goo.gl/qq6Zbd> accessed
30 July 2015, s. 7.
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one mostly suffering from the consequences of the breach; these consequences

may be extended throughout the chain (for example, reputation loss). For ex-

ample, a multi-party contract may oblige the trader, who becomes aware of any

risk of lack of safety in products received by the producer, to reship them to an

identified laboratory for additional testing before delivering the products to the

contractor.

A third important dimension of ex post breach cooperation is related to linked

contracts. Supply chain contractual relationships feature linked bilateral contracts

as the most common coordination tool.175 Such coordination among contracts

occurs both before and after the breach in relation to undertakings of parties to

the linked contracts associated to interdependencies. Hence, if a supplier breaches

the contract with its immediate buyer, the breach might have consequences on the

contractual relationships down the chain. Not only may the immediate party to the

contract be requested to mitigate the consequences of the breach but also those who

follow along the chain and are not in privity (for example, the trader with the final

producer). The necessity to mitigate emerges in particular for breach of process-

related obligations, when restoring compliance may require the involvement of

many tiers of subcontractors involved in management schemes.

(i) Normative implications: Expanding the scope of mitigation and its
objectives

Our normative suggestions refer to all forms of ex post breach cooperation re-

gardless of the specific label they are given in each legal system. In the context of

supply chain contractual relationships, the duty to cooperate after the breach

should gain much broader scope and function. The main goal in the context of

supply chain contracting is not minimization of the losses stemming from the

breach, as it is generally claimed in relation to ordinary commercial contracts in

spot markets. Given the existence of strong interdependencies along the chain and

the necessity to restore compliance, the main objective is to ensure that non-

compliance by the breaching party is ‘remedied’. This perspective has an impact

on both the scope of mitigation and the standard of reasonableness. It is useful to

distinguish the normative implications for bilateral, multi-party, and linked con-

tracts, keeping in mind that, even in the former case, requiring the aggrieved party

to act preserves collective interests along the chain.

In bilateral contractual relationships along the chain, changes should concern

both the content and the scope of mitigation. Mitigation should not be limited to

avoidance of damages since it should also address breaches that only create risks of

175 See F. Cafaggi, Contractual networks and the small business act: Towards European principles? 4
European Review of Contract Law (2008) 493–539; F. Cafaggi, Contractual networks and contract
theory: a research agenda for European contract law, in Networks, Inter-Firm Cooperation and
Economic Growth, ed. F. Cafaggi (Elgar, 2011) 66 ff. See also G. Teubner, Coincidentia opposi-
torum: hybrid networks beyond contract and organisation, in Networks: Legal Issues and Multilateral
Co-operation, ed. M. Amstutz and G. Teubner (Hart Publishing 2009) 3 ff.; H. Collins, The weakest
link: legal implications of the network architecture of supply chains, in Amstutz and Teubner, ibid,
187 ff.
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harm preventing its occurrence. More importantly, if compensation is not the

primary objective of cooperation, but, instead, restoring compliance is the goal,

mitigation should trigger actions to reduce or eliminate hazards. In fact, mitigation

can result in corrective actions by the non-breaching party to be coordinated with

the breaching party. Failure to take corrective actions by the aggrieved party after

the breach should influence its ability to access remedies or should modify their

content beyond damages. For example, failure to detect hazards as a control point

generated by a breach should influence the ability to seek specific performance.176

Often contractual relationships are organized in the framework of multi-party

contracts. When one party defaults, the need for cooperation concerns the entire

group of participants to the contract. Coordination among aggrieved parties

burdened with mitigation tasks is required in order to prevent collective action

problems and free riding. Whereas in terms of standards that are the same as in a

bilateral relationship, both the definition of the burdens and the allocation of

costs may require some additional organizational efforts worth defining ex ante in

the contract. Absent specific contractual provisions, the most appropriate default

seems to be equal sharing of the burden between those who have to mitigate.

Parties who mitigate should be reimbursed of the costs incurred. Failure to miti-

gate should not place the entire burden on the aggrieved parties, but the losses

should be apportioned with the breaching party.177 We suggest including con-

tractual clauses in multi-party contracts addressing ex post breach cooperation

among breaching and non-breaching parties.

D. Withdrawal and recall

Somewhat more traditional cooperative remedies can be considered, including

product withdrawal and product recall. These remedies may be sought by con-

sumers, administrative agencies, and competitors when the presence of hazards

related to specific products may affect the entire market. In this context, we

examine them as contractual remedies. It should be said at the outset that these

remedies may be sought against parties that have not committed the breach but

are currently operating with the dangerous products. The distributor may seek

withdrawal from processors even if the breach occurred at the production process

level.

176 Whether specific performance is limited by the principle of mitigation is an open issue in the
comparative framework. On this point, see PICC (n 127) art. 7.2.2. The inability to cover is
considered a relevant circumstance for admitting specific performance pursuant to Official
Comment 1 to s. 2-716 of UCC, art. 2. See C.P. Gillette and S.D. Walt, The UN Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods: Practice and Theory (Lexis Nexis, 2014) 9–27, in
particular s. 9-30, where, having regard to CISG, it is held that mitigation applies to damages but
not to specific relief; similar conclusions are offered by Magnus (n 162) 280. For some criticism
against a regime of routine specific performance, under which a promisee would get specific
performance even if he had not covered, see Eisenberg (n 160) 1022.

177 With respect to this aspect worth mentioning is Zimmerman’s view that those regimes that have
adopted the apportionment perspective for failure to cooperate before and after the breach are
preferable to those that totally prevent the non-mitigating party to recover the losses. See
Zimmermann (n 111) 223. In many instances, this proposal would imply the need for a legislative
reform.
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Withdrawal concerns dangerous products that have not yet reached the market

of end users. Recall is referred to products that have already circulated in the

market.178 Recall and withdrawal are often required regardless of an inquiry on

the liability, simply because dangerous foodstuffs are on, or about to reach, the

market. Procedures are defined in certification schemes and on general terms, and

conditions issued by chain leaders to handle withdrawals and recalls.179 Each

certified party is required to have an ‘incident scheme mechanism’ that could

manage withdrawals and recalls. Unlike the previous remedies, they relate to a

bulk of potentially dangerous products. Duty to cooperate in withdrawal and

recall procedures may not follow a specific breach that might have occurred

earlier or later along the chain. Hence, they can only be considered remedies

for breach lato sensu.

Withdrawal and recall require the cooperation of many participants belonging

to the same or even to different supply chains.180 Different forms of cooperation

concern withdrawal and recall, often regardless of the distinction between those

parties that contribute to create the hazard and those that do not bear any direct

responsibility.181 For this reason, even when these remedies are contractually

defined, they do not reflect the traditional dynamics of remedies between breach-

ing and non-breaching parties. When products have already entered the market

and hazards are detected, the management of withdrawal or recall is generally

conferred by the law to final producers and/or distributors, but suppliers may play

an important role.

Therefore, a product recall procedure requires a duty of cooperation along the

chain: information duties, matching with periodic reporting and mechanisms to

trace back the lots of unsafe products, assume paramount importance as well as

active cooperation in segregating these products and eventually destroying them.

178 See GFSI, glossary term in GFSI (n 57) 164, presenting product recall as ‘the removal by a supplier
of product from the supply chain that has been deemed to be unsafe and has been sold to the end
consumer, or is with retailers or caterers and is available for sale’ and product withdrawal as ‘the
removal by a supplier from the supply chain that has been deemed to be unsafe, which has not
been placed on the market for purchase by the end consumer’.
For legislative definition in Europe, see Council Directive 2001/95/EC of 3 December 2001 on
general product safety, art. 2, lett. g: ‘“recall” shall mean any measure aimed at achieving the
return of a dangerous product that has already been supplied or made available to consumers by
the producer or distributor’.
For legislative definition in USA, see Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) 2010, s. 206, which
adds s. 423 to Chapter IV (21 U.S.C. 341 ff.).

179 See, e.g., ISO 22000, 7.10.4, GFSI Incident Schemes, where it is required that certification schemes
are adopted: ‘The standard shall require that the organization establish, implement and maintain
an effective incident management procedure for all packaging including materials it supplies. This
shall cover planning for product withdrawal and product recall which shall be tested on an
adequate and specified frequency’.

180 This is the case when the defective agricultural raw materials have been supplied to different food
manufacturers and retailers.

181 See, e.g., in the English case law, High Court of Justice, Queens Bench Division, Case no. 6LS
40274, citation number [2007] EWHC B5 (QB), describing the procedures, information flows,
meetings among the parties involved by a chili powder incident and products recall, before and
after regulatory measures were taken at the EU level. The involved parties were well beyond the
bilateral dimension of the ‘supplier and buyer’ relation affected by the liability issue at stake in the
case.
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With the liability falling on the enterprise introducing the product into the

market of consumption, the final producer is usually the enforcer of cooperation

duties along the chain. These duties are sometimes expressly imposed through the

contract. However, when formally defined in bilateral contracts, they are enforce-

able only by the counterparty.182

(i) Normative implications

The complexity of remedial structure, that may include cooperation by a large

number of participants, requires a governance structure that can effectively co-

ordinate the withdrawal and recall procedures. We suggest the use of multi-party

and network contracts that impose cooperation duties towards all of the partici-

pants and favour coordination when recall and withdrawals become necessary.183

In a remedial perspective, these contractual duties should be considered as a

special subset of mitigation duties. Compared to other mitigation duties, these

have a stronger collective nature (since several parties are bound within the chain)

and are often aimed to protect general interests (for example, those of consumers)

beyond those of business participants (that is, brand-related reputation). Failure

to comply with these duties should affect not only the assessment of damages in

case of liability within the chain but also the allocation of costs for replacement or

corrective actions requested as a consequence of the recall. Parties generally al-

locate contractually these costs, but we suggest integrating cost allocation into the

governance scheme.

E. Renegotiation

The breach can require broader contract revision than simply cooperative reme-

dies. Corrective actions may redefine the balance of rights and obligations of the

two parties and even affect the overall task distribution along the supply chain. In

this instance, cooperative remedies have to be correlated to contract renegoti-

ation. Renegotiation can serve alternative purposes: it can contribute to preserve

the investments made on the reasonable expectation of contractual performance

or it may contribute to find alternative destinations to the product.184 When the

quality of the produce is lower than expected and it is cheaper to direct the

product to a different market than to cure the problems, the contract may require

some renegotiation over the price and the modes of delivery.

182 See Unilever (n 19) clause 11 on product recall.
183 See F. Cafaggi, Transnational governance by contract, private regulation and contractual networks in

food safety, in Private Standards and Global Governance, ed. A. Marx, M. Maertens. J. Swinnen, I.
Wouters (Elgar, 2012) 195 ff., in particular 210 ff.

184 E.g., a production contract may originally provide that a breach of a specific obligation (e.g.,
failure to get certification for a given input, process or output) causes immediate termination of
the contract. In fact, after the breach parties may agree that such failure is only temporary and that
incurred costs and investments would be lost in case of termination. At the same time, the failure
to get certification may require a specific adaptation of the contract rules; parties may agree on the
delivery of non-conforming produce as destined to a different market from the one originally
foreseen. They could also agree on the adoption of a corrective plan in order to enable certification
for future installments.
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Renegotiation as a cooperative measure against breach should be distinguished

from more traditional remedies leading to the adaption of contract rules to the

effects of the breach. For example, unlike in the case of price reduction, renegoti-

ation implies cooperation and agreement among the parties and their willingness to

bear part of the costs of adaption with a view to a durable relation with the other

party (parties). In practice, the parties may want to leave this renegotiation process

at an informal level in order to get the benefits of adaptation without creating any

express and formal limitation to the bindingness of the contract as such.185

Not all types of GSCs provide an optimal context for renegotiation. Due to the

impact that any type of renegotiation could generate along the chain, the longer the

chain, the higher the costs for coordination, the less likely the willingness of the

parties to bear these costs and the effects of renegotiation. Coping with chain com-

plexity, intermediaries may play an important role in these contexts: for example,

producer groups may induce contractors to rely on the producers’ efforts in provid-

ing substitute performance, thanks to the cooperation of other members of the

group, or they may provide assistance to the producer that has committed to taking

part in an action plan upon contract renegotiation following a breach.186 Non-gov-

ernmental organizations and industry associations may also play an important med-

iating function in dispute prevention. Similar opportunities may emerge in contexts

in which the supply contract is embedded in a contractual network or a multi-party

contract involving several actors, including, for example, input providers and finan-

ciers: the more interdependent the contribution by each of these players is, the more

interested they are in contributing to problem solving in the case of breach.

(i) Normative implications

In GSCs, the parties to a contract are expected to consider amicable solutions,

including contract renegotiation, before starting any dispute against the party in

breach. Absent a legal rule in specific circumstances, renegotiation should not be

seen as a general duty to address any type of changes caused by a breach. However,

legal interpretation of contract law should favour renegotiation to the extent

possible, whenever it enables parties to avoid inefficient outcomes and waste of

resources. Any possible renegotiation, if allowed by applicable law, should be

limited with respect to the principle of legal certainty and bindingness of contract

(pacta sunt servanda).

Both the procedure and the outcomes of renegotiation should be transparent in

order to avoid externalization on the other chain’s participants. Due to inter-

dependency among performances along the chain, all chain participants whose

performance and investments are influenced by the renegotiation should be

185 See L. Bernstein, Private Commercial Law in the Cotton Industry: Creating Cooperation through
Rules, Norms, and Institutions 99 Michigan Law Review (2001) 1724 with regard to the braiding
between formal and informal responses to breach in the cotton industry.

186 Negotiation about the consequences of default takes place between the intermediary and the
producer often without intervention of the other contractual party. The identity and the role
of intermediaries changes depending on whether they operate in domestic or international chain.
For a more detailed analysis, see Cafaggi and Colajacomo (n 102).
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informed. They should be entitled to bear only reasonable costs generated by

renegotiation. However, depending on circumstances and applicable law, the

chain’s participants may be requested to collaborate in addressing supervening

hazards that have led to renegotiation.

VI. Concluding remarks
This article has showed how contractual relationships, and more specifically reme-

dies, may have different content and procedural structures and pursue different

objectives depending on whether the enterprises operate in global open markets or

in ‘close’ supply chains. The specificities of supply chains influence the contractual

relationships, their interdependencies, and the instruments to solve problems aris-

ing from the non-compliance of one or more parties. GSCs are characterized, at

least for an important segment, by stable and long-term relationships, a high(er)

level of interdependencies, a risk of opportunism, and the necessity of stronger

coordination among players located in different jurisdictions.

While it should be clearly recognized that chain leaders play an important

hierarchical role in the organization of exchanges along the chain in relation to

performance and even more to breach reactions, interdependencies of contractual

performances and risks of opportunism require a higher degree of cooperation

than spot market transactions before and after the breach. Interdependencies

among different stages of the production and distribution process raise uncer-

tainty since no single party can have full control over the outcome of its own

performance, ignoring or disregarding what the others do or fail to do.

Supply chains in agri-food differ quite significantly depending on the commodities

and their life cycle. They are characterized by different degrees of power concentra-

tion, which, in turn, influences contractual instruments and practices. In general, we

observe an increasing degree of relational stability at the production level, partly

influenced by the reference to sustainability standards and the emergence of new

intermediaries that contribute to coordinate the chain and solve conflicts all along.

The upstream part of the chain is still characterized by higher levels of infor-

mality and cooperation with the strong presence of new intermediaries. Contracts

upstream are oral or, if written, short and basic. Disputes are solved informally

and almost never before domestic courts. However, increasingly, these contracts

are influenced by suppliers’ codes issued by chain leaders that define requirements

concerning both processes and products. Contracts include the transfer of inputs

and financial resources from the chain leaders and impose compliance with global

technical standards and management schemes. The degree of formality and the

use of more institutionalized dispute resolution mechanisms grow moving down-

stream towards traders, distributors, and retailers. Contracts downstream are

instead written, longer, and more detailed, and dispute resolutions are solved

by specialized professional institutions often linked to commodities exchanges,

arbitration chambers, and national courts. This article, however, has mainly

focused on changes of contractual instruments and practices in the upper part
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of the chain concerning the development of process standards related to safety,

quality, environment, social, and labour conditions.

The shift from product to process standards is partly determined by the increas-

ing relevance of new intermediaries, bringing the interest of third parties into

commercial transactions. Changes in standards bring about changes related to

metrics of non-compliance and remedies. Process standards stabilize contractual

relationships and favour long-term contracts over spot transactions. Compliance

with process standards is incorporated into separate obligations whose violations

constitute a breach that triggers remedies without waiting until the violation of

the process translates into a product of non-conformity. The development of

process standards primarily by chain leaders and new intermediaries increase

the need for coordination via contractual instruments that might not fit with

conventional bilateral exchange contracts. Many common goods related to qual-

ity and safety management are collectively produced along the supply chain.

These goods require a set of remedies going beyond the traditional alternative

performance/damages that characterize the (competitive) market environment.

The increasing role of process standards affects the structure of the contractual

relationship and the typology of remedies in case of breach.

The contractual practices show the emergence of remedies that require cooper-

ation between the breaching party and the potentially injured parties often under the

active ‘surveillance’ of a third party (the certifier). These practices often originate

from certification schemes or technical standards and enter the domain of contrac-

tual relationship through incorporation by reference. More particularly, by looking

at contractual practices and the interplay between supply contracts and certification

schemes, we have observed that a cooperative approach to remedies against breach in

food global value chains may require: (i) redefining the performance/breach divide;

(ii) giving priority to corrective measures and other remedies in kind over contract

termination whenever the former are possible and proportionate; (iii) vesting the

party in breach with a right to correct non-performance when contract termination

would cause the waste of relevant investments; (iv) expecting the aggrieved party to

cooperate in both preventing the breach and mitigating its consequences; and (v)

expecting the parties to consider the option of renegotiating contract terms after a

breach whenever agreement on different conditions enables the parties to address the

consequences of the breach with mutual advantage in the long run.

After describing some of the practical functioning of these remedies and in-

struments, we have drawn normative implications concerning some of the most

commonly applied doctrines in transnational commercial contracts and sug-

gested changes and integrations. The article suggests expanding both the

number and scope of doctrines related to remedies and revisiting their content

in order to better reflect the need for stability, the focus on compliance, and the

integration of third parties’ interest into commercial transactions. The suggested

changes of particular relevance for long-term contracts in agri-food GSCs may

have broader scope and be applied to other GSCs where similar developments

have taken place.
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